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ABSTRACT

Chemical kinetics and energy transfer have been investigated for nonequilibrium fluid

flow. The particular process of interest is ultraviolet emission from the A21+ excited electronic

state of NO, which is generated under nonequilibrium conditions in the bow shock waves of

ascending missiles at 50 to 100 km altitude. A literature survey of the pertinent rate constants

and mechanism for use in computer models of the process has been undertaken. Emission from

NO has been studied in shock tubes, using shock heated air and other gas mixtures. Collisional

quenching of the A21+ state is the reverse of heavy particle excitation of the ermiss-en. Its

temperature dependence has been studied in a heated cell and a shock tube. An attempt was

made to determine the final vibrational state distribution in the ground electronic state,

concluding that the NO is transferred into high vibrational levels.
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INTRODUCTION

Nonequilibrium Effects in Fluid Flow

Under conditions of high velocity and low pressure, the time scale for energy transfer and
chemical rate processes in gases can become comparable to flow times. Finite kinetic rate
processes lead to nonequilibrium excited state (vibrational and electronic state) population
distributions as well as nonequilibrium chemical compositions, and these nonequilibrium
chemical kinetics effects can play a significant role in determining the characteristics of fluid
flow. Not only are such phenomena of considerable fundamental interest in chemical physics,
but they also can govern the behavior of real systems to such an extent that it is very important to
have a working knowledge of their effects.

The effects of nonequilibrium flow on radiative and convective heat transfer rates in
spacecraft reentry have been well known (although not well understood) for a long time. Such
effects also influence the pressure distributions around flight vehicles and thus alter their
aerodynamic stability characteristics. This lesser known effect caused an unexpected variation in
the reentry flight properties of the space shuttle.1 Nonequilibrium chemical kinetics effects are
extremely important in the current Project Pathfinder program (aero-assisted orbital transfer
using aerodynamic braking, and manned Mars mission studies) and the National Aerospace
Plane program. In the latter program, nonequilibrium chemistry is important not only in the
external flowfield but in the hydrogen/air combustion chemistry of the scramJet propulsion

system as well.

Nonequilibrium energy transfer and finite chemical reaction rates are important in
understanding the details of most combustion processes, including propellant performance for
guns and rockets. External flowfield issues will be important in setting altitude and performance
limits for the SDrs kinetic kill vehicles and for future tactical hypersonic projectiles and missiles.
Historically, nonequilibrium chemical effects have played a major role in the radiative properties
of rocket plumes, including both base heating of the rocket itself and the observability of the
plume in the infrared and ultraviolet spectral regions. Finally, nonequilibrium chemical kinetics
govern the ultraviolet radiative emission in shock-heated air and thus the observability of bow-
shock radiation from rockets and missiles. The last topic has been the specific focus of our
current program.



The recognition of these effects is not new; it was driven initially by the nuclear weapons
program and later by the strategic missile and space programs of the late 1950s and 1960s. Much

of our knowledge to date rests on shock tube observations made during that latter period; much

excellent work was done, but the effort did not persist long enough, nor were the diagnostic tools

good enough to resolve many issues. Thus, the questions have been handled problematically,

usually by a phenomenological description covering some given range of conditions of

translational temperature and pressure. It is unclear how to extrapolate such treatments to
describe other situations of interest, particularly those not amenable to laboratory investigation.

Recent technological advances, however, have made possible fresh attacks on the problem of

nonequilibrium effects in fluid flow. The first is the use of highly sophisticated optical

techniques, often involving lasers and new detectors, to study directly molecules in

nonequilibrium distributions. The second is the use of advanced computational methods to

obtain realistic theoretical predictions of nonequilibrium behavior at the molecular level and to
model complex reacting systems involving nonequilibrium effects and detailed fluid mechanics.

Ultraviolet Radiation in Boost Phase and Reentry

Our program has concentrated on understanding nonequilibrium effects on the ultraviolet

emission observed in both boost phase and reentry of missiles. Two flights have been made to

observe and test our understanding of the mechanism forming this radiation. 2 Bow Shock 1,

flown in April 1990, concentrated largely on the NO y band system emitted during ascent, while
the rocket climbed from 40 to 80 km altitude at a speed of 3.5 km/s. Bow Shock 2, undertaken in

February 1991, had two objectives. One was the observation of the NO radiation at the higher

speeds achievable during reentry, extending it to 5 km/s at an altitude at the upper end of the
range of Bow Shock 1. The second goal was the observation of the rocket plume region, i.e.,

viewing backwards along the rocket. In addition to blackbody and AICI molecular plume

emission during firing, CO Cameron bands were observed during a time period following

burnout. 3,4

The NO y band radiation is emitted by the A21+ state, formed in the bow shock with the
rarefied atmosphere at these altitudes. The CO Cameron bands, emitted by the metastable a3Fl

state, occur either directly from the rocket plume or in the plume-atmosphere interaction. In

either case, kinetics and thermodynamic nonequilibrium effects dominate the flowfields in which

the excited states are formed. Although translational and rotational equilibrium is likely obtained

on a local scale, vibrational states do not have time to equilibrate and the electronically excited

states are probably formed through very quantum-state-specific energy transfer or chemical

reaction steps.
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Attempts have been made to model the y band formation by using a flowfield code5

incorporating the NEQAIR mechanism for excited NO formation. 6 This latter code was

assembled primarily to understand reentry of space vehicles at much higher speeds than

encountered here, and thus it emphasizes electron excitation mechanisms. Heavy particle

excitation is treated approximately, and choices had to be made for parametrizing the chemical

effects of nonequilibrium vibrational distributions. A sensible choice is the use of two

temperatures to reflect this nonequilibrium. 7 However, this approach leads to an underprediction

of the altitude dependence of the radiance by several orders of magnitude. 5 The use of a single

temperature throughout is inappropriate on physical grounds but nonetheless produces
predictions in much better agreement with experiment. Thus, our phenomenological model for

the conditions of the tests is missing some information on basic nonequilibrium kinetics involved

in NO(A) formation and such information is still necessary for reliable extrapolation and use of

modeling results.
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OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

Our effort in this project began with a comprehensive literature search and critical review
of rate constants, together with computer modeling of reaction kinetics, vibrational relaxation,
electronic state excitation, and energy transfer processes to evaluate formation, excitation, and
removal processes for these species. 8 The best recommendations for reliable rate constants were
made, and crucial gaps in our understanding were identified. From the model, the most likely
processes populating the emitting states were selected. Plans for the future research include
updating this work to evaluate likely mechanisms in the high altitude, higher speed reentry flight
planned for the near future and considering the effects of C02 and H20 as track species in the
vehicle environment.

The experimental thrusts have been of three types. The first, a direct examination of NO
y band emission in air heated in a laboratory shock tube, led to conclusions similar to those
obtained in experiments at Calspan. 9 The second was an investigation of the quenching of the
A21+ state of NO, in an attempt to understand quantitatively the removal and reverse collisional
"excitation mechanism under shock-heated conditions. The temperature dependence of quenching
was investigated in a heated cell 10 and in a shock tube. 11 The vibrational state distribution of
ground state NO following the quenching process was investigated, and we began a quantitative
study of the radiative properties and rates of the B21I state of NO, which emits the P3 band system
also observed in the same wavelength region.
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RFREARCH PERt ORMED

Critical Review and Modeling of Mechanisms and Kinetics

The first part of our study was a survey of the current kinetics treatments of radiating,

shock-heated air, together with a critical review of reaction and energy transfer rates for high
temperature air. The conditions considered were those appropriate to the bow-shock radiation

problem: 3-4 km/s velocity and 30-70 km altitude. The assumptions made were reviewed, and

the best available energy transfer and reaction rate constants recommended (with comments
regarding uncertainties in those values). A simplified computer model of the appropriate

physical and chemical processes involved was assembled to help identify the main mechanistic

routes as well as the sensitive parameters. (The modeling of nonequilibrium vibrational
relaxation was not treated in this survey.) We briefly summarize the conclusions below.

Recommended rate constants, in three-parameter form, for the relevant reactions of N2,

02, N, 0, and NO were presented. 8 These should be reliable up to temperatures of 4000 K and
good to within perhaps a factor of two to 6000 K. The situation is poorer for NO decomposition,
for which case the rate constants have factur-of-two uncertainties to 4000 K. Several processes
were considered for the formation of electronically excited NO in the highly energetic mixture of

N2, 02, N, 0, and NO. Formation of the emitting A-state from ion-electron recombination can

clearly be ruled out. Electron impact excitation is probably a minor process under the conditions
considered, although it plays a much larger role at higher temperatures where there are more

electrons. N + 0 atomic recombination probably contributes, but the most likely excitation
processes are energy transfer from metastable N2 A34 molecules and direct collisional

excitation by collisions of ground-state NO with atoms and molecules. The importance of this
last process, the reverse of electronic quenching, is highly uncertain owing to lack of knowledge

of the vibrational and electronic state branching distribution in the quenching process.

The heavy-particle collisional excitation process would normally be thought of and

calculated as the equilibrium reverse of the known quenching rate. However, this approach does

not generally apply under the nonequilibrium conditions of shock-heated gases; it would apply

only if the products of quenching for both gases are in partial equilibrium with the entire

ensemble of each molecule. It thus becomes crucial to determine the final state products of the

quenching event in order to evaluate the significance of the collisional excitation mechanism.

This need motivate one of our proposed experiments described below.
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The most widely used code for calculating the radiative part of the kinetics of shock-

heated air is the NEQAIR code of Park. 6 Since this code was designed for the temperatures

found in reentry problems, which are higher than those of interest here, electron impact

excitation of radiating states was emphasized. In accordance with our recommendations, an

improved version of the excitation mechanism was inserted into the code used for emission

predictions,5 and it was found that heavy-particle collisional excitation was a potentially

important radiative excitation mechanism at lower temperatures. As we have just pointed out,

there is considerable uncertainty in the rates assumed for that process because of the lack of

information on the final products of quenching.

This portion of the project was concluded with the publication of a report8 detailing our

recommendations and conclusions and distributed to the community involved in the questions of

radiating, shock-heated air and related issues of nonequilibrium effects in fluid flow.

Shock Tube Experiments

Preliminary shock tube experiments were performed, partially in preparation for more
sophisticated laser-based diagnostic measurements and partially to directly investigate the

spectral and temporal evolution of NO radiative emission at high temperature and low pressure.

The stainless steel shock tube has a 5-cm ID and is 4.6 m long with a 1.3-m driver section; it was

operated with cold helium or hydrogen driver gas to produce shock velocities up to -5 km/s at pi

= 0.5 torr (corresponding to 50 km altitude). Since we had not operated at such conditions

before, this effort was aimed partly at establishing just what shock speeds could be achieved.

Establishing the duration of test time behind the shock wave is also of concern when operating at

low test pressures and high velocities. By measuring the 308-nm emission from OH generated

when the H2 driver gas reacts with 02 from the test gas at the contact interface, we were able to

determine that, at the conditions cited above, the test duration is approximately 20 Its.

Unfortunately, this test duration does not allow full relaxation of the ultraviolet emission to its

equilibrium level, although we can still study the nonequilibrium region with its critical kinetic

processes.

Our primary diagnostic tool to date has been time-resolved detection of emission bands

following the arrival of the incident shock wave at the observation windows. The test station has

four ports in a cruciform arrangement. Two ports are fitted with uv windows, 1-mm wide slits

separated by 10 or 30 mm to provide good spatial resolution, and photomultiplier tubes with

selected bandpass filters. A third port, also fitted with a uv window, provides line-of-sight access

to a spectrometer/optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) detection system. The fourth port has a

piezoelectric pressure transducer (PCB Model 112A21), which has a 5.5-mm diameter and less
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than 2-its rise time and thus serves to determine the shock arrival time at the slit positicns with

less than I gts uncertainty. This accuracy was confirmed by using a HeNe laser with a 2-mm-

diameter bcx-- - conjunction with a position-sensitive detector to measure the shock arrival at

the sam. -oca'lo,- by the laser schlieren technique. The laser schlieren signal showed that the

initial rise of the pressure transducer signal corresponded to the shock arrival at the observation

point.

We have thus far concentrated on monitoring emissions at 225 ± 11.5 nm and

311 ± 6 nm. The former wavelength coincides with the NO(A,v = 0 -- X,v = 0) band, while the

latter coincides with both the NO(B,v-0--X,v=7) band and the OH(A,v = 0 -4 X,v = 0) band.

At P I = 0.5 torr and Us = 4.6 km/s, the signals for both wavelengths rise to a peak in less than

2 ps and then decrease on a time scale on the order of 20 gIs. We attribute these signals to NO y-

and P-band emissions. The 310-nm signal then increases to a much higher maximum that we

attribute to OH emission produced by combustion of the hydrogen driver in the air, this late

increase signals the end of the usable test time. The shapes of these intensity histories are in

agreement with the recent results of Wurster et al. 9 However, because we have a shock detector

situated exactly at the observation station, it is perhaps easier for us to correlate the intensity

profiles more precisely with the shock location.

The spectrally resolved shock tube experiments emphasized the spectral and temporal

evolution of NO radiation emission at high temperature and low pressure. 11 In this case, the

shock tube was operated with cold He or H2 driver gas to produce shock velocities up to 5 km/s

and a pressure corresponding to 50 km altitude. The spectral distributions and the time shapes of

the intensity histories at 255 and 311 nm are in agreement with the similar shock tube

measurements of Wurster et al., 9 but we were unable to observe significant emission localized in

the nonequilbrium portion of the shock. By using mixtures of different gases, such as NO seeded

into pure N2 , 02, or N20, we were able to observe that collisional effects on the excited state

played a significant role in determining the amount of y band emission.

Temperature Dependence of NO Quenching

A quantitative understanding of the emission of electronically excited NO requires

knowledge of collisional rates for both excitation and deexcitation (quenching) processes. A

nearly universal assumption about such rates is that the cross sections for quenching are

independent of temperature. Recent experiments, however, have shown that quenching cross

sections of diatomic hydrides are controlled by attractive forces and show a significant decrease

with increasing temperature. 12 Quenching cross sections for NO A2 E+ at room temperature are

large (10-100 A2 for gases of atmospheric interest), suggesting the influence of attractive forces
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here also. However, no quenching cross sections for NO at elevated temperatures were

previously available, and so we have performed such measurements.

Quenching cross sections were measured by monitoring the temporal evolution of laser-

induced fluorescence from excited NO. The excited state decays faster as the pressure of added

collider is increased. Both the A21+ and B2 I- states were studied, using both a filtered

photomultiplier and monochromator to spectrally disperse the fluorescence. The A-state was

pumped via two-photon absorption near 453 nm, and the B-state by one-photon transitions near

220 nm. The measurements were made in a . 1owly flowing cell that could be externally heated

to 750 K; temperatures were measured in situ using LIF excitation scans of rotational level

populations.

Cross sections were determined for the colliders NO, 02, N2 , and H20. The room

temperature results for A2 1+ were in excellent agreement with previous determinations. N2

shows very small quenching, but the cross sections for the other three gases are large.

Quenching by H20 exhibits a decrease with increasing temperature, dropping from 105 A2 to

37 A2 between 300 and 750 K. Cross sections for NO and 02 were constant at 37 and 21 A2,

respectively. In the B 21 state, quenching by both NO and H20 decreases with increasing

temperature over this same range.

Our general experience with the temperature dependence of quenching for other

molecules indicates that quenching cross sections tend to level off above -800 K. Thus, the

present measurements cover the most important temperature range, and we can assume that the

current measured cross section values for NO at 750 K form the best recommended estimate for

use in shock-heated air radiation calculations. This assumption is corroborated for water by the

flame measurements of Cattolica et al., at 1100 K.13

When the B-state was pumped, emission from the A-state was also seen. The yield of

A-+X emission relative to B--X was pressure-dependent, which indicates a collisional

mechanism for B--A transfer occurring to some extent (-5%) for every collider studied. When

the A state y-band emission is time-resolved, it can be fit to the sum of two exponentials, one

corresponding to the decay of the B-state that fills A and the other representing the decay of A.

However, the pressure-dependence of the time constants for those exponentials is incompatible

with direct transfer and suggests an intermediate state. In this same energy region lies the

metastable a4 fl state, which could serve as such a reservoir.

These results have important implications for the question of radiative emission from NO

in shock-heated air. A significant drop in quenching cross section with increasing temperature,

as seen here, could greatly alter the predicted relative importance of the heavy-particle collisional

8



mechanism assumed in the NEQAIR code 6 as the excitation pathway. It would also change
somewhat the predicted removal rate and thus the steady-state concentration of NO( 2X+). If
NO(A) is formed by transfer from N2 Y, the B2F1 and metastable a4 l states are likely
involved, and collisional energy transfer among these three states will be important in
determining the yield of emission in a given spectral interval.

More generally, the variation in the temperature dependence of quenching among
different colliders cannot be explained by a simple, uniform picture of the collision dynamics.
Although attractive force interactions are clearly implied by the large size of the cross sections,
the mechanisms are more complex and need separate examination for each collider. This
problem has clear ramifications regarding the many simplifying assumptions that must be used in
parametric, phenomenological treatments of energy transfer in nonequilibrium flows.

The heated cell experiments also showed that the self-quenching of NO was independent
of temperature. We investigated this quenching process at the much higher temperature
attainable in a shock tube. 11 The nature of the shock tube experiment permitted us to fire the
laser only once during the shock event, so each datum was recorded using excitation from a
single laser pulse, which led to relatively large error bars. Measurements were made at one
temperazure (3500 K) and two pressures each of NO and the background gas N2. The results
indicated a cross section larger than that obtained at room temperature. but the overlap is within

the 30% 2-; error bars in the shock tube experiment.

Perhaps the most surprising result of these first high temperavtre shock tube quenching
experiments was the finding that at high temperature the N2 molecule quenched the A21+ of NO
with a relatively large cross section of 2 A2. This cross section is two to three orders of
magnitude larger than that found at room temperature, where quenching by N2 is negligible. It
has important implications for collisional effects not only in the bow-shock experiments but also
in laser-induced fluorescence flame diagnostics14 for NO.

Befnre these experiments, the quenching of NO had never been investigated at, ve room
temperature, despite its considerable importance. Following these pioneering heated cell and
shock tube approaches :a quenching, two subsequent experiments elsewhere have made a
comprehensive study of NO quenching at many temperatures for a large variety of colliders
(predominantly those important in hydrocarbon flames). A heated cell study 15 went up to
1700 K, while the shock tube investigation 16 approached the range of our shock tube
measurements. Agreement was found in all cases. The high temperature dependence of
quenching of A21+ NO is now well established for many colliders.

9



Final State Of Quenching Of NO

Although cross sections for collisional quenching of electronically excited states have
been measured for many colliders, very little is known about the disposition of the large amount
of electronic energy lost during the process. Most likely, markedly nonthermal distributions are
produced among electronic, vibrational, and rotational degrees of freedom. Under such
nonequilibrium conditions, one cannot use the principle of microscopic reversibility to calculate
the important upward electronic excitation rates from the readily measured excited state loss
rates, because detailed balancing, with its use of a temperature, implicitly assumes a single
thermal distribution over all degrees of freedom. When a nonequilibrium distribution holds, the
calculation of upward rates must include both the state-by-state nonequilibrium population
distribution, and each state specific rate constant for the downward process. This experiment
was undertaken to provide the information needed to deal with the nonequilibrium situation.

In a cell at room temperature, the A21+ state of NO was prepared using excitation from a
tuned, pulsed laser. Enough NO was added that about half the excited state population radiated
and the other half was quenched by collisions with the NO itself. After a time delay of about
1 g.s, long enough to ensure that quenching had occurred but too short for significant vibrational
relaxation, a second laser was fired. Tuned to transitions of either the A-X or the B-X electronic
systems, this second laser was used to probe the final state distribution following the quenching

event.

In the first series of experiments, copious signal levels were seen, exhibiting a large range
of vibrational levels and individual rotational and spin-orbit levels within each. (The time scales
and pressures were such that the rotational levels are expected to be at thermal equilibrium, in
agreement with experiment.) Only a semiquantitative measure of relative vibrational levels
could be obtained. However, a large range of approximately equally populated vibrational levels
was found, from v = 6 to v = 24, the limits of the search.

These results had a significant implication for the bow-shock mechanism, assuming that

the quenching colliders in the bow-shock environment (N2, 02, and atoms) produce a final state
distribution like the NO measured here. If each vibrational level is equally populated in the
quenching process, only about 3% of the quenched molecules are found in any one vib'ational
level of the X state. Thus, if a large fraction of the NO molecules formed in the bow shock are
in, say, v = 0 to 2 (i.e., vibrationally cold), the upward transfer cross section is only about 10% of
that calculated using detailed balance and the measured downward quenching rate. This cross
section is similar to that estimated in the code used to calculate the bow-shock radiation.

10



Subsequent experiments at higher sensitivity have now shown that these first results are

in error. For equivalent conditions, the signal levels were found to be a factor of 100 smaller

than found in the first set of experiments, for vibrational levels in the range v = 14 to 25. After

considerable effort, we have concluded that the previous experiments were contaminated by the

presence of NO2 in the gas cell. The NO2 may have been present in the original gas cylinder, or

it may have formed photolytically in the slowly flowing mixture. Previous work at SR117

showed that photolysis of NO2 at wavelengths similar to that of the pump laser produces

vibrationally excited NO product. Although we cannot prove conclusively that this occurred in

the original experiments, it is the only realistic explanation for the observation of highly

vibrationally excited NO in that work.

We then turned to a renewed investigation of the NO(X) levels populated following

NO(A) excitation and collision with NO. We could conveniently observe populations in the

levels between v = 3 and 10. The measured distribution is very similar to the A-X, v' = 0 Franck

Condon pattern, indicating that all or most of the levels are populated by radiation and not

directly from quenching.

02 was then added as a quencher and NO(X) levels were observed as a function of

collider pressure. The distribution observed in this case was slightly different although restricted

to the lower levels and thus still due in large part to population resulting from radiation.

We conclude that the majority of the quenched NO is transferred to very high-lying

vibrational levels, above those observable with the available laser wavelengths, and that a

negligible amount is directly transferred to the lowest levels. However, this new result now

indicates that the heavy particle excitation mechanism (determined for NO on NO) is much

slower than that assumed in the code for N2-NO collisions and probably does not contribute to

the formation of emitting NO A22;+ molecules in the bow shocks.

Radiative Properties of the NO B2H State

The primary component of emission from NO in the bow-shock experiments is that in the

y bands, but spectral fits indicate radiation from high temperature air in laboratory experiments

includes the 13, 8, and e bands as well. 18 We have thus begun an investigation of the radiative

properties of the B2E1 state, which radiates the 13 bands.

The experiment is straightforward, although it must be carried out carefully to produce

high quality data. A laser is used to excite the B state, and the resulting 13 band emission is

detected with a spectrometer. Scanning the spectrometer furnishes intensities of each vibrational

band. These are then compared with Franck-Condon factors computed with an RKR program to

11



obtain empirical values of the electronic transition moment. This method furnishes an excellent

test of that moment, which can in turn be used to calculate the intensities of many vibrational

bands over any wavelength range or temperature of interest.

Thus far, experiments have been performed on the v' = 7 level, excited by an ArF excimer
laser at 193 nm. The excited level partially overlaps the v'= 0 level of the C2 1+ state, which

must be separated in the fluorescence. Because of the much shorter lifetime of the C state, the
separation can be performed using detection electronic gating delayed about 100 ns after the laser

pulse. Furthermore, the pressure must be kept very low to avoid energy transfer that populates
other vibrational levels of B, or levels of the A state, which radiate in the ultraviolet region.

Results have been obtained showing fluorescence out to v = 26 of the ground electronic
state, following excitation of v' = 7 of B. (These bands and analysis were also used in the probe

step study of final states of quenching discussed above). The results agree with the general form
of the electronic transition moment deduced from emission of a distribution of B state vibrational
levels in a microwave discharge. 19 These were compared with ab initio calculations made at
NASA Ames. 20 2-1
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report briefly summarizes the processes relevant to the formation of emitting,

electronically excited NO in shock heated air, and recommends rate constants for use in
modeling these processes. It is the result of a search and evaluation of the literature in the

field, undertaken as Phase I of an SRI International contract with the Army Research

Office, as part of SDICY s Bowshock Radiation Program. The major goal of this effort was
the identification of important and uncertain areas of the chemistry controlling ultraviolet
NO emissions, in order to design appropriate shock tube experiments to help resolve such

questions. Thus some of the values will be improved later, and hence these
recomnmendations therefore should not be considered the final word. Nevertheless, they

should be considered by modelers as checks of potentially serious deficiencies in their rate

constants or mechanisms. In turn, modeled experiments may indicate problems with some

of the recommended values.

The following discussion is divided into three parts: air chemistry rate constants,
basic rate constants relevant to the problem of vibrational disequilibrium, and processes for

the production of excited A-state NO. The discussion will be brief and non-

comprehensive, and will focus on what we have identified as the most important processes.
In particular, modeling alternatives for treating the case of vibrational disequilibrium will

not be treated here and are left to other references. There are large uncertainties in the rate

constants associated with most of the final category, which describes the radiation-
producing chemistry. (see Park) [Pa85] Finally, these recommendations only apply to the
range of conditions relevant to the bow shock radiation problem, 3-4 km/s velocity and 30-
70 km altitude. Some rate constants may require re-examination for other areas of
hypersonic air chemistry and radiation, such as the aerospace plane and re-entry

phenomena.



II. RATE CONSTANTS FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
CHEMISTRY

Reactions and recommended three parameter rate constant expressions for high

temperature air chemistry are given in Table 1. Reverse rate constants should be

automatically included via the equilibrium constant (recall the equilibrium constant is the

ratio of forward and reverse rate constants, available from JANAF). We do not consider

the problem of differing translational and vibrational temperatures. Units are cm3/mole/s
(c 6/mole2/s for termolecular reactions), with T in kelvins and the activation energy in

calories. Sources refer to the reference list. Rate constants for collisionally activated

processes such as dissociation reactions, those involving "M" in Table 1, include enhanced

collision efficiencies on the following line for those species with substantially faster rate

constants than the standard N2. The majority of the neutral reaction rate constants are taken

from the review and evaluation of Baulch and colleagues. [BDH72]

Rate constants for the ionic processes are adopted from the DNA

Handbook. [BB72] These ionic reactions are generally fast, and serve to scramble charge

rapidly. The predictions of models will thus be relatively insensitive to the rates, although

the set must be included above -6000K, where NO+ is no longer necessarily the dominant

equilibrium ion.

There are, from examination of model calculations and sensitivity analysis for the

appropriate conditions, five main reactions responsible for most of the chemistry:

O2 +M--O+O+M (1)

O+N 2 --+NO+N (2)

N+02---NO+O (3)

NO+M--N+O+M (4)

N + O -+ NO+ + e- (5)

These are oxygen decomposition, followed by the Zeldovich chain chemistry to create NO,

NO decomposition, and associative ionization. Nitrogen decomposition is relatively
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unimportant in our time and temperature range. The reverse reactions are also implicitly

included via the equilibrium constants.

Rate constants for the first three reactions can be considered fairly accurately

known, since there are reliable rate constant measurements at least up to 4000K in either the

forward or reverse direction. We adopt Baulch's value[BDH72] for argon as the collider,

M, for nitrogen also since its behavior is similar in other cases. We also use his

recommendations for oxygen atoms and molecules as collider gas, M. The 02 value is

probably appropriate for NO as well. The value for electrons as collider M is estimated by

scaling the collision rate by a reduced mass factor, but that reaction is not important here.

Estimated accuracy for reaction (1) is within a factor of two up to 8000K. The Zeldovich

rate constants, reactions (2) and (3), are taken from a more recent review by Hanson

[HS84] incorporating his own modem shock tube measurements, and are also accurate to

within a factor of two for temperatures below 6000K.

The situation is poorer for NO decomposition. Three sets of data in the 4000-

7000K range disagree by consecutive factors of four or more. [HS84] Recent

measurements at lower temperatures by Thielen and Roth[TR841 support older values of

Wray and Teare[WT62] that fall in the middle range of the conflicting data. We reject the

lowest values (see Hanson for a discussion) and recommend an average between Wray and

Koshi' s more recent measurement. [KBS79] This should be viewed with greater

uncertainty, since high temperature NO decomposition is plagued by secondary reactions

and non-equilibrium effects which must be deconvoluted from the measurements. For

collider efficiencies we use the measured argon value for the diatomic molecules, and by

analogy to the oxygen decomposition results triple this for 0 and N atomic colliders.

Finally, reported decomposition efficiencies for NO collider are 20 times the argon

number, [KBS79,WT62] a value totally at variance with normal kinetics experience. We

have compromised here to a factor of 10 enhancement, but we estimate very large error

bars as a result.

In addition, a second NO assisted decomposition reaction is included in the table.

This is an abstraction reaction forming N20 and O. [BDH72] Since N20 decomposes

rapidly, [BDH72] we choose to write the products as N2 + 0 + 0 to avoid adding another

species, and the reaction is written to be irreversible (-4 instead of = in Table 1). This is a

minor channeL

Lastly, the associative ionization reaction that produces the electrons is written from

the opposite direction. The DNA discussion[BB72] and recommendation is adopted. This
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extends the measured lower temperature data by using the theoretical calculation of
Bardsley. [Ba62] This is in accord with satellite data[Zi88], but does exceed some shock
tube results at higher temperatures. Planned measurements may improve this situation.

Given the factor of two or more uncertainty in these rate constants, and the desired
level of predictive accuracy, the use of rate constants in existing codes within 50% of those

recommended here can probably be considered adequate. The values in Candler's code for

reactions 1-5 fall within these limits, while the parameters of Park[Pa87] for decomposition
reactions 1 and 4 appear faster than the recommendations, and mat for the ionization

reaction (-5) is slower. Since some of the reactions are entered in the reverse direction,
care should also be taken to insure that the equilibrium constant expressions are consistent
with the JANAF table values. Modelers are encouraged to recheck input data in this

connection.

Some rate constants are also given in Table 2 for those atmospheric reactions
responsible for producing CN and OH, since prominent ultraviolet emissions have also

been observed from these species. These rates are less certain, and will not be discussed

further at this time.
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III. THERMAL DISEQUILIBRIUM AND VIBRATIONAL
ENERGY TRANSFER

In the previous section, we discussed the thermodynamic nonequilibrium caused by

the slow evolution of the kinetics. A second type of nonequilibrium also exists, under

which the system cannot be characterized by a single temperature - a situation we will

distinguish by the term thermal disequilibrium for clarity. Under many conditions, the time
required to transfer energy from initially excited translation MT) and rotation (R) into
vibration (V) is comparable to the kinetics. The simplest treatment, recommended for its

relative ease of adoption, is to use two temperatures, translational-rotational and

vibrational-electronic. Even this is approximate, since the electronic/electron temperature

may lag the vibrational temperature, and in many cases the actual vibrational distribution

cannot be characterized as Boltzmann.

The first question concerns which temperature to use for the rate constants of Table

1, mainly the key reactions 1-5. Current practice generally uses the translational

temperature for the Zeldovich reactions 2 and 3 [Pa87,Pa88] pending further theoretical
information [Ja86]. Reaction 5 will only depend on translational energy. Dissociation
reactions 1 and 4 clearly depend on climbing the vibrational ladder, although translational

energy plays a role in the final dissociative step, and Jaffe[Ja86] has shown that rotational

energy can suppress the barrier for dissociation. Current practice [Pa88] is to use the

geometric mean of the two temperatures for the dissociation reactions. The reverse
recombination reactions can only depend on the translational temperature, however.

The current hybrid temperature approach for the time being is probably a fair

approximation for this case where thermal disequilibrium is severe only at early times. As
has been pointed out, [Pa88] care must be exercised in both energy transfer and

dissociation to conserve energy. At no time, according to the second law of
thermodynamics, should values of the vibrational temperature exceed the translational

temperature, although both may exceed the final equilibrium temperature before the kinetics

are complete.

The second main question is how fast energy is transferred from translation to

vibration, since this affects the dissociation process. Models to describe this situation will

not be discussed, other than to note that one of the newer, advanced, yet computationally
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tractable efforts is that of Park. [Pa87,Pa88] This two temperature treatment is
recommended at this time. The kinetics input to such models is some basic V-T rate
constant, typically the relaxation rate constant for v= 1. In addition, V-V rates between
diatomics are needed.

Lewis and Trawor[LT74] have compiled the pre-1974 data, and little additional
high temperature work has appeared since. We have evaluated these results and produce a
list of recommended Arrhenius parameters in Table 3, valid over a temperature range of
2000-8000 K. (The use of an Arrhenius form is for convenience. The more exact
treatment of vibrational energy transfer rate constants uses the form log(k)=A+BT"1/3.)
Species labeled by (1) are the v=1 levels. Reverse V-V rate constants were determined by
adding the vibrational energy difference to the activation energy. The rate constant for NO
relaxation by oxygen atoms comes from a more recent measurement by Glanzer and
Troe. [GT751 Note the lack of most V-T rates between non-identical diatomics; this is due
to the dominance of V-V processes in most experiments of this type. There are some upper
limits available, although they are not listed in Table 3.
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IV. RADIATION KINETICS - MECHANISM OF NO(A)
FORMATION

The most important deficiencies and uncertainties are in knowledge of the kinetics

that control the NO radiation itself. A variety of mechanisms for NO excitation and de-

excitation must be considered. The most frequently used steady-state treatment[Pa85]

considers electron impact excitation as the primary process, and in addition appears to
predict too small a value for the experimentally observed emissions. We will deal with
some less severe conditions under which this process will be relatively unimportant, and
for which the current code has not been validated. The excitation processes are electron
impact excitation, atomic association, ion-electron recombination, heavy particle excitation,
and energy transfer from metastable nitrogen:

NO + e-- NO(A) + e- (6)

N + O (+M) -NO(A) (+M) (7)

NO+e(+M) - NO(A) +e(+M) (8)

NO+M--NO(A)+M (9)

NO+ N2(A) -+ NO(A) + N2  (10)

In order to evaluate the role of (10), we also must consider the production and loss

mechanisms for the excited metastable triplet nitrogen A-state. The major loss processes

for NO(A) will be radiative emission and collisional quenching, which includes collisional

dissociation. Finally, since the NO beta bands are also seen in emission, B-state excitation

must also be considered.

A. ELECTRON IMPACT, ATOMIC ASSOCIATION, AND RADIATIVE

RECOMBINATION

Electron impact excitation cross sections for the NO gamma bands have been

measured[IB75] from v"=0 to the first three vibrational levels of the A-state as a function of
electron energy. Using the Franck-Condon principle (normally applied to photon

excitation) and appropriate threshold energy shifts, excitation rate constants from higher
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vibrational levels of the ground state can be calculated at high temperatures. This is done in
Park's code. [Pa85] A rate constant calculated this way for 5000K is given in Table 4. It is
difficult to estimate the error in this value, because it is very sensitive to behavior in the
threshold region, and we have simply chosen a linear extrapolation from the first measured
point (6eV) back to the thermodynamic threshold (5.5eV). Unfortunately, no similar cross

sections exist for the B state, and current practice[Pa85] has been the use of the same
values for the A state as a generic approximation. The current recommended procedure
appears adequate.

The atomic association rate constants(7) for NO excited state production have been
measured for both A and B states by Gross and Cohen[GC68] up to 1500K. The
mechanisms involve both collisional and collision-free paths, and are quite complex. We
adopt their temperature dependent expressions (for nitrogen as collider) for use at much
higher temperatures. Given this complexity, the amount of extrapolation, and the difficulty

of the experiments, the possibility of considerable error must be entertained. This
uncertainty includes possible enhanced rates for non-nitrogen third body colliders.

Electron-ion radiative recombination(8) was examined, both without and with third

body collisional stabilization. The rate constants are estimates given in the DNA
handbook, [BB72] based solely on limited data involving atoms. Here it has been
necessary to assume a branching ratio into the A-state, and we have chosen the reasonable
value of 10%. This mechanism will turn out to be insignificant under typical conditions for

bow shock heated air.

B. COLLISIONAL EXCITATION BY ATOMS AND MOLECULES

Collisional excitation, process (9), is the reverse of A-state quenching to the ground

state and is related to it by equilibrium. This rate constant (9) can be calculated using the
equilibrium constant and the quenching rate constant if we know the fraction of the

quenching that produces both NO and the quencher molecule or atom in their ground states.
To the extent that quenching produces other final states that are not in equilibrium with the

ground state, the above argument does not hold. This treatment automatically includes
near-resonant vibrational-to-electronic transfer from highly excited vibrational levels. An

examination of the quenching rate constants for NO(A) determined by
Ravishankara[GR87] together with the appropriate equilibrium constants predicts large
rates for collisional excitation, if the above condition of ground state products is met even

5% of the time.
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Thus an informed judgment must be formulated for NO(A) formation by this

mechanism. There are quartet states of NO nearby energetically to the A-state, and they are

known to be collisionally connected. [GC68] Also, NO(A) is near the dissociation limit to

atoms and does predissociate from higher vibrational levels. This suggests that very little,

if any, ground state NO product will result from A-state quenching at high temperatures.

Thus our current, provisional recommendation includes no collisional excitation of this

nature. However, given the large amounts of ground state NO formed chemically, the

presence of even a modest fraction of the partial equilibrium amount of NO(A) formed by

this mechanism (that is, a modest fraction of quenching to the ground states) would be

significant.

Specific comments can be made for some of the quencher molecules, as potential

collisional activators. N2 has a low quenching rate constant, and thus the reverse process

of producing NO(A) is clearly insignificant for any conditions. Both NO and 02 as

quenchers have other electronic states possible as products of quenching (including

dissociation to atoms). If those quenching channels dominate, then the equilibrium reverse

treatment for collisional activation does not apply and (9) is not significant.

A measurement of these final state distributions in NO(A) quenching by NO and 02

colliders is needed to assess qualitatively the amount of heavy particle direct excitation.

Although it appears that this is not a major route, it would be significant if even a modest

return to the lowest levels is found experimentally.

It is also possible for the quartet states to serve as a "dark" reservoir for gamma

band emission. However, rapid subsequent collisional dissociation from these quartets is

more likely. A-state production through the quartets as intermediates is already implicitly

treated in the complex kinetics of the measured atom association rate constant. (The reverse

of (7), quenching to form N + 0 atoms, i.e., collisional dissociation from NO(A), is also

treated therein.) It is clear, both from the Gross and Cohen paper and references there-in,

as well as from this brief description, that NO excited state collision kinetics are very

complex, and this precludes a precise state-by-state treatment at this time.

C. ENERGY TRANSFER FROM N2(A)

The final NO excitation mechanism to be considered involves energy transfer from

the metastable triplet A-state of N2. The full treatment of this mechanism requires

excitation rates for N2(A), N2(A) loss rates by collisional quenching, and an energy

transfer rate constant to form NO(A). We consider the latter two related points first. We
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have adopted the quenching rate constants given by Golde[Go88] in his review, noting that

N2 itself is an ineffective quencher. No temperature dependence is used, in line with our

general experience for quenching rate constants and the temperature independence found by

Slanger[SWB73] for rapid quenchers of N2(A). However, there is some data for N atoms

at very high temperature which suggest this particular rate may be 50% lower at high

temperature than the 300 K value listed in Table 4. [FA721 The second question is the

fraction of the total quenching rate for N2(A) by NO which produces NO(A) as the

product. Piper[PCR86] has made measurements at 300K. These values suggest that 90%

or more of the collisions lead to production of NO(A) in v=0, with very little production in

higher vibrational levels or in the B state of NO. Large rates also exist for higher

vibrational levels of N2(A), suggesting little temperature dependence. [PCR86] Thus we

will adopt a branching fraction of 100% into NO(A), and no production of NO(B),

following energy transfer from N2(A). This affords a strong mechanism for NO(A)

production. We also include the reverse reaction.

In actuality, the nascent vibrational distribution produced in the NO A-state in the

shock heated air itself may provide clues to the origin of the excitation. For example, the

possibility that the Franck-Condon principle governs the direct collisional excitation by

heavy particles can be studied experimentally. Electron impact excitation appears to be

described by Franck-Condon factors, and from cold NO would produce ratios of 1:1.7:2.5

in v--0, 1,and 2 respectively. Production from N2(A) would produce predominantly v=0 in

NO(A). If the production is by inverse predissociation (atomic association, N + 0-

NO(A) ), we should also find NO produced primarily in the B state v=0 and 3, and the C

state v=0, through pathways involving the a and b quartet states. Although determining

such vibrational distributions through dispersed, vibrationally resolved emission

menasurements is not easy due to band overlap, this could be a key to sorting out the

important excitation mechanisms under different conditions.

Next, the N2(A) production mechanisms must be treated in a manner analogous to

reactions (6)-(9) for NO above. Electron impact cross sections are available from the data

of Cartwright. [CTC77] In this case, the effect of populating higher nitrogen ground state

vibrational levels at high temperatures results in a large increase in A-state excitation due to

more favorable Franck-Condon overlaps at lower electron excitation energies. For the

atomic association process, N + N -4 N2 (A), both direct and third-body processes are

incorporated. The direct rate constant uses the measurement of Young and Black, [YB6W]

with the same temperature dependence which Gross and Cohen measured for N + 0. The

three-body expression for A-state production is Appleton' s theoretical value at high
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temperatures. [SAK70] This has been partially verified by matching experiments at lower

temperatures where ground state nitrogen production was measured. In the same way we

ruled out ion-electron recombination (8) for the NO case, we dismiss this mechanism as a

significant A-state nitrogen source for our conditions. Finally, we consider collisional

activation. Molecular nitrogen itself is too slow to be significant (see the discussion of

N2 (A) quenching by N2 above). [GR871 Since quenching by oxygen atoms produces

O(1S) at 4 eV, and molecular oxygen is dissociated in the quenching, [Go88] the reverse

equilibrium processes involving ground state oxygen collisional excitation do not apply

(see the NO(A) discussion). NO most surely should behave similarly to 02 as a quencher.

Ground state N atoms however have been shown to be efficient N2(A) quenchers at high

temperatures, [FA72] and thus the reverse collisional activation step for N alone must be

included. (Note that Setser[MSS70] contends that a significant fraction of the product of

this quenching is N(2p), rather than the ground state. To the extent that N(2p) is the
product, and the extent that N(2 p) is not in equilibrium with the ground state, collisional

activation will be lessened.)

The foregoing discussion suggests that a comprehensive, accurate treatment of

collisional activation and quenching mechanisms requires a large manifold of excited state

populations, especially for metastables such as NO quartets, O(IS), O(1D), N(2D), etc.

Consideration of such a full mechanism is beyond the scope of current evaluation and

knowledge.

D. NO(A) LOSS MECHANISMS

The radiative lifetime and quenching rates for NO(A) will then combine to give the

NO gamma band fluorescence quantum yields. Molecular rate constants for NO(A)

quenching are from Ravishankara' s data at 300K, [GR87] with the same assumed lack of a

temperature dependence. The atom values are estimated. The important quenchers are 02,

0, and NO. The question of NO(A) (and N2 (A)) removal at high temperatures requires

closer examination. We assume that the efficient thermal quenching mechanisms

represented by our chosen rate constants continue to dominate at higher collision energies;

however, even a change or addition of a new mechanism for the quenching is incapable of
increasing already large rate constants very much. The situation may be different for

molecular nitrogen, a poor 300K quencher. Park' s NEQAIR code[Pa85] considers NO(A)
removal by collisional dissociation to N + 0, with an activation energy equal to the 1 eV

endothermicity. At 5000K, this gives total quenching rates larger than the conventional

approach here. This 1 eV barrier is most likely too low, because NO(A) does not directly
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correlate to the ground state atoms, and must therefore take an indirect route to dissociation.
One possible route through a curve crossing involving the quartet state potentials raises this
activation energy to 2.5 eV.

The kinetics relevant to NO(A) production and loss are summarized in Table 4. The
table lists reactions, sources for the rate constants, the rate constant at 5000K (in
cn 3/mole/sec), the reaction rate for excited state production or loss under typical conditions
(in molecules/cm 3/sec), and the coefficients for the rate constant expression (in the same
form as in Table 1).

E. SUMMARY

Table 4 provides some perspective on the relative importance of these processes
under a typical condition of temperature, pressure, and composition found in shock heated
air. We use this to suggest what should be included, and to see what processes deserve
further scrutiny, not to predict actual results. The production and loss rates are also shown
in Table 4 at 0. 5 atmospheres (the pressure after shock compression), 5000K temperature,
and a composition (mole fractions) of 0.155 02, 0.764 N2, 0.035 NO, 0.048 0, 0.0005
N, and 1.2x 10-6 ionization. (These concentrations are taken from a computer model of the
kinetics, with values at 10 microseconds after the shock. A positive rate indicates
production of the excited state shown on the right hand side of the reaction, while a
negative rate indicates destruction of the excited state shown on the left hand side.)
Electron impact, which plays the dominant role at higher temperatures, is less important an
NO(A) source than the association. Ion-electron recombination is safely neglected. Energy
transfer from metastable nitrogen appears to play a major role, even if the production
mechanism for N2(A) is restricted to only electron impact and not atomic collisional
activation. Thus energy transfer and atomic association appear to dominate the NO(A)
excitation mechanisms at these conditions. Unfortunately, the rate constants governing
those processes are the least well known.
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V. COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The widely used current code for calculating the radiation part of the kinetics is the

NEQAIR code of Park. [Pa85] It was designed to describe re-entry conditions, with higher

temperatures and velocities than important here. Thus electron impact excitation was
emphasized. In order to extend its applicability to the shock heated air problems of present

interest, modifications and additions need to be made. The NEQAIR code uses a quasi-

steady state approach, but currently does not accommodate all of the kinetics suggested

above. As listed in the most recent version, electron impact excitation, de-excitation, and
dissociation; heavy collider induced dissociation, excitation, and quenching; and radiative
decay are included. The heavy collider rates, however, are only approximated by uniform

1 A2 cross-sections. Thus quenching and atomic recombination to excited states with the

Gross and Cohen rate constants are not being treated correctly. The potentially important

N2(A) mechanism is not included and will be more difficult to incorporate. Changes

addressing these omissions must be made in order to extend the applicability of this code to
conditions of lower temperature and ionization. In addition, recent measurements at

SRI[GS 89] indicate the NO(B) radiative lifetime is a factor of two shorter than previous

values. This will increase the predicted beta band emission by a factor of two.

Conditions under which the well-treated electron impact excitation mechanism no
longer dominates will be encountered in the bow shock problem. Therefore, it is important

to incorporate these mechanisms and the best available rate constants into the radiation

calculation. Use of the correct chemical rate constants and thermodynamics should be

verified. The rate constants of Gross and Cohen(GC) for N + 0 --+ NO(A), which

includes both collision free and collisionally stabilized components, should be explicitly

included. The N2 (A) energy transfer mechanism needs to be added. Experimentally

determined quenching rate constants should be used, although the correct treatment of the

reverse process of collisional excitation remains unclear at this time. Finally, it is important

to ensure that the collision induced dissociation rate constants currently used for NO(A) do
not exceed the equilibrium reverse of the pressure dependent portion of the Gross and

Cohen rate constant, nor should they dominate the NO(A) quenching. Despite the

remaining uncertainties, such changes in current codes based on fundamental

13



measurements are needed if the predictive capabilities of these codes are to be extended to
the lower temperatures prevalent in the bow shock environment.
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Table 1. Recommended Rate Constants

k=AXnexp(-E/kT)
Reaction Source A(cm3/mole) n E(cal)

02+M=O+O+M [BDH72] 1.800E+18 -1.0 118760. (1)
e= 160.x (enhanced collision efficiencies)

02 + 02 = 02 + 0 + 0 [BDH72] 9.800E+24 -2.5 118760. (1)
02+0=0+0+0 [BDH72] 3.500E+25 -2.5 118760. (1)
N2+M=N+N+M [BDH72] 3.700E+21 -1.6 226400.

N= 4.x 0= 4.x e= 160.x
NO+M=N+O+M [WT62] 2.300E+17 -0.5 148000. (4)

NO= 10.x 0=- 3.x N= 3.x e= 160.x
NO+NO-N 2 +0+O [BDH72] 1.300E+12 0.0 64200.
O + N2 = NO + N [HS84] 1.800E+14 0.0 76740. (2)
O+NO=N+02 [HS841 3.810E+09 1.0 41640. (-3)
NO+ + e = N +O [BB72] 2.300E+18 -.40 0.0 (-5)
O + e= 0 + 0 [BB721 1.670E+20 -.63 0.0
N+ + e - N + N [BB72] 1.500E+18 -.39 0.0
0+ + e + M = 0 + M [BB72] 1.120E+27 -2.5 0.0

N2= 3.x 02= 3.x NO= 3.x e= 2.x
N+ + e + M = N + M [BB72] 1.120E+27 -2.5 0.0

N2= 3.x 02= 3.x NO= 3.x e= 2.x
NO + e + M = NO + M [BB72] 3.370E+27 -2.5 0.0
O+ + M =02+ M [BB72] 3.370E+27 -2.5 0.0
N+ e + M = N2 + M [BB72] 3.370E+27 -2.5 0.0
N+ + NO = NO+ + N2 [BB72] 2.OOOE+14 0.0 0.0
N+ + 02 = 0+ + N2 [BB72] 5.100E+07 1.4 0.0
N+ + O = O+ + N2  [BB72] 2.100E+11 .41 0.0
N+ + N = N+ + N2  [EST] 6.OOOE+l 1 0.0 0.0
N+ + NO = NO+ + N [BB72] 5.OOOE+14 0.0 0.0
N+ + 02 = 02+ + N [BB721 1.400E+12 .57 0.0
N+ + 0 = O+ + N [BB72] 6.OOOE+l 1 0.0 0.0
0O + NO - NO +O [BB72] 3.250E+06 1.66 0.0
O+ + 0=2 + 0 [BB721 8.300E+08 1.2 0.0
0+2 + NO = NO+ + 02 [BB72] 2.700E+14 0.0 0.0
0+ + N2 = NO+ + N [BB72] 5.330E+05 2.0 0.0
N+ + 02 =NO+ + 0 [BB72] 1.400E+12 .57 0.0
01 + N = NO+ + 0 [BB72] 7.200E+13 0.0 0.0
NJ + O = NO+ + N [BB72] 1.000E+13 .18 0.0
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Table 2. Rate Constants Involving CN and OH

O+CO2 =CO+0 2  [BDH75] 1.700E+13 0.0 53000.
CO + M = C +O+ M [BDH75] 8.800E+29 -3.52 257400.
CN+M=C+N+M [BDH75] 2.OOOE+14 0.0 150000.
4+ CN = N + CO [LH84] 2.OOOE+ 13 0.0 420.
C+NO=CN+O [BGL75I 6.300E+11 0.5 0.0
C + N2 = CN + N [BGL75] 1.300E+12 0.5 45500.
H20+M=OH+H+M [BDH72] 3.500E+15 0.0 105800.
O+H+M=OH+M (EST) 5.000E+14 0.0 0.0
O + H20 = OH + OH [BDH72] 6.800E+13 0.0 18480.
H +02= OH +O [BDH72] 2.200E+14 0.0 16900.
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Table 3. Simple T-V, V-V Treatment

(one way reactions, equilibrium not implicitly used)

A E
NO(l) + N2 -N 2(1) + NO (EQ) 3.240E+13 17100.
N2(1) + NO -- NO(I) + N2 (LT74) 3.240E+13 15800.
NO(l) + 02 02(l) + NO (EST) 3.240E+13 15800.
02(1) + NO - NO(I) + 0 2  (EQ) 3.240E+13 16715.
02(1) + N2 - N2(1) + 02 (EQ) 1.000E+12 18015.
N2(1) + 02 -- 02(1) + N2 (LT74) 1.000E+12 15800.
N2(1) + N2 -- N2 + N2  (LT74) 1.800E+13 43200.
N2(1) + O N2 + O (IT74) 3.OOOE+ 11 6800.
N2() + N N2 + N (EST) 3.OOOE+1 1 6800.
02)+02 -+02+ 02 (LT74) 5.400E+12 21000.
02(1) + O - 02 + O (LT74) 6.000E+12 6800.
NO(1) + NO -+ NO + NO (LT74) 3.800E+12 10520.
NO(l) + 0 -+ NO + O (GT) 1.500E+12 0.0
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Table 4. NO(A) Excitation

Reaction Source coefficients k(5000) rate

e + NO -4 NO(A) + e IB75 2.20E+08 7.5E+12

N + O -- NO(A) GC68 5.2E7,-.35,0. 2.65E+06 5.2E+13

N + 0 + M -4 NO(A) + M GC68 9.OE 16,- 1.24,0. 2.33E+12 5.3E+13

NO+ + e -ý NO(A) EST 1.3El3,-.7,0. 3.35E+10 4.OE+10

NO+ + e + M -4 NO(A) + M EST 5.6E26,-2.5,0. 3.24E+17 4.4E+1 1

N2 + e -- N2(A) + e CTC77 ------- 7.20E+08 5.4E+14

N + N -- N2(A) YB66 4.9E7,-.35,0. 2.60E+06 5.3E+1 1

N + N + M -. N2 (A) + M SAK70 4.6E20,- 1.6,0. 5.50E+14 1.3E+14

N + N2 -ý N2 (A) + N SAK70 9.2E21,-2.23,145000. 2.60E+07 8.1E+15

N2 (A) + NO. NO(A) + N2  PCR86 4.0E13,0.,0 -1.6E+6 4.OOE+13 4.8E+17

NO(A) + N2 -- N2(A) + NO EQ 2.4E14,0.,18000. 4.OOE+ 13 -3.5E+7

N2(A) + M - N2 + M Go88 1.4E12,0.,0. 1.44E+12 -1.3E+6

N2=0. O2=1.x O=12.5x N=21.x e=250.x

NO(A) + M -+ NO + M GR87 8.4E 13,0.,0. 8.40E+13 -3.2E+7

N2 --0.0 O2=1.x O=2.x NO=2.3x e=1.6x

NO(A) -- NO + hv ZHW76 4.7E7,0.,0. 4.65E+07 -4.7E+7

Note:
Rate constant coefficients A,nE in the form k=ATnexp(-E/RT).
Rate constant units cm 3/mole/s or cm 6/mole2/s.
Rates give are for production of the excited state species on the right side of the reaction,
under the conditions given in the text, in units of molecules/cm3/s.
Negative rates refer to loss of the excited state species on the left side of the reaction.
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Temperature dependent quenching of the A 2X+ and B 2I states of NO
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Collisional quenching of the V' = 0 vibrational levels of the A 21 + and B 211 states of nitric
oxide has been studied over the temperature range 300 to 750 K. The pressure dependence
of the time decay of laser-induced fluorescence, in a slowly flowing heated cell, furnished
the quenching cross sections oa. NO and 02 quench the A state rapidly but with no
temperature dependence; oQ = 37 and 21 k 2, respectively. YQA for H20 drops from 105 A2 at
300 K to 34 A2 at 750 K. 'QB for 02 is independent of temperature but aQB for NO
drops twofold and for H20 decreases by a factor of 3 over the temperature range studied.
This variation among these colliders cannot be explained by a uniform, simple picture
of the collision dynamics. Evidence is seen for B-A transfer proceeding through an
intermediate state, perhaps a 41n.

INTRODUCTION The temperature dependence of quenching of electron-

The velocity or temperature of a collisional cross sec- ically excited NO has important practical implications as
well. NO is particularly suitable for the use of laser-

tion contains important information about the nature of ied furecce (L a) foe tics, in part
induced fluorescence (LIP) flowfield diagnostics, in part

the potential surface on which that collision takes place. if because it is stable over a fairly wide temperature range. It
the process is governed by attractive forces, then the cross has been used for wind tunnel pointwise measurements2

section will drop with increasing collision velocity or with and planar imaging in flames and shock tubes.3 Nonequi-
increased temperature. If it involves repulsive forces or a librium gamma band (A -X) emission has been observed
barrier, then the cross section will become larger as the from NO in highly shock heated air.4 "5 Knowledge of the
temperature is increased. quenching cross section as a function of temperature for a

In many cases of electronically excited states of small variety of colliders is necessary to derive quantum yields
molecules, cross sections for collisional energy transfer or for reduction of the LIF or emission intensities to concen-
quenching (i.e., removal of the electronic state) are large, trations. In addition, these collision rates are needed for an
suggesting that attractive forces play a role in those colli- understanding of the formation mechanism of radiating
sions. If so, one would expect those cross sections to drop excited states in the shock heated air.6

as the temperature is increased. Quenching of excited states In this paper, we describe quenching measurements
of diatomic hydrides (OH, NH, PH, and CH) has been made on the v' = 0 levels of the A 21 + and B 211 states of
studied in our laboratory and elsewhere, with varying NO, for the atmospherically important colliders N2, 02,
results.' For OH, quenching cross sections drop with in- NO, and H20. Quenching is measured for several temper-

creasing temperature for all colliders investigated, so a sire- atures between 300 and 750 K. Cross sections for all col-

pie picture of attractive forces appears to hold for this lision partners but N2 (and He) are large. However, only

molecule. For the other hydrides, matters are more corn- for NO quenching of the B state, and for H20 quenching of

plex. NH and PH show cross sections decreasing with in- both states, is a temperature dependence seen. In all three

creasing temperature for some colliders, but not all; for cases the cross sections decrease with increasing tempera-

CH, although the cross sections are a few A2, they increase ture. It thus appears that a consistent interpretation of the
energy transfer mechanism, in terms of attractive forces

with increasing temperature for the four colliders for governing all NO collisions that have large quenching
which comparisons can be made. cross sections, is not applicable here.

This temperature dependence has seldom been investi-

gated for other diatomic molecules. The NO molecule is a
good candidate for such study. Its two lowest excited dou- EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS
blet states are the A 21+ Rydberg and B 21 valence states, The quenching cross sections were measured by mon-
shown in Fig. 1. Cross sections for quenching of the v' = 0 itoring the temporal evolution of the population of each
level of the A state by the atmospheric molecules 02 and state, following pulsed laser excitation, as a function of
H20, and by NO itself, are known to be at large room quenching gas pressure. The apparatus used in the exper-
temperature: 22, 100, and 38 A2, respectively. Similarly iments is straightforward. Nitric oxide, diluted in helium,
large values hold for quenching of the v' = 0 level of the B was mixed with the quencher, also diluted in helium, and
state. Thus long range, attractive forces would appear to the mixture flowed slowly through a glass cell. The sample
play a role in these quenching processes, and a decrease in was heated electrically, using clamshell heaters surround-
these cross sections with increasing temperature would be ing the cylindrical cell. The partial pressure of quencher
expected. was obtained from the total pressure, measured with a
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FIG. I. Potential curves for the states of NO relevant to this study.

Baratron gauge, and relative flow rates as measured by S. v-0

mass flowmeters. Special care was taken to determine the
water partial pressure. Helium was bubbled through ther- 2

mostated liquid water, and the relative humidity of the
mixture was determined by a capacitance hygrometer hu-
midity indicator on the high pressure side of the flow valve.

The partial pressure of H 20 can be determined knowing
the vapor pressure. Measurements made over various pe- 0 1
riods of time ensured that adsorption/desorption processes 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

on the cell walls had reached steady state. NO PRESSURE (Toff)

In both the A and B states, a single rotational level in

the v' = 0 vibrational level was pumped using a tunable dye
laser. The laser was an excimer pumped dye laser with FIG. 2. Plots of decay constant vs pressure of NO at room temperature,

pulse length of - 10 ns. The A state was pumped via two- for the A 21 + and B 
2
1n states. The rate constant is obtained from the

photon absorption in the (0,0) band near 453 nm. The B slope of the line, while the intercept represents the radiative rate plus any

state was excited using one-photon transitions near the quenching due to background He.

219.9 nm (0,0) origin. Using a beam splitter, fluorescence
at right angles was monitored with both a filtered photo-
multiplier tube and through a monochromator tuned to an
appropriate emission feature. In the case of the A state, the Two-photon linc strengths were calculated from available

y-band emission extended over the 226 to 300 nm wave- formulas7; the less congested S branch was most often used

length region. The Franck-Condon factors for the diagonal although some R- and P-branch lines were also included.

a-band transitions from the B state are very small; thus, The typical statistical uncertainty in the resulting Boltz-

most of this emission, to high v", is spread over a wide mann plots was + 30 K. Checks were performed at inter-

spectral region commencing near 300 nm. For the quench- mediate temperatures to determine that we were not satu-

ing measurements, specific bands were isolated using the rating the rotational transitions, which would have caused

monochromator. The output from the photomultipliers systematic errors in the rotational temperature.

was captured by a transient digitizer to determine the flu- The time resolved traces for A state decay are single

orescence decay times. Measurements for quenching of the exponentials over a large range of pressures. In each case

A state made using the monochromator and by the filtered the decay constant at a given pressure is taken from a

photomultiplier agreed well; the monochromator was linear least squares fit of the logarithm of the signal vs

needed for the B-state quenching studies, however, because time, from 90% to 10% amplitude. The B state decay is

of interference from B-A transfer (see below) not strictly exponential at low pressures, probably due to

The resistance heaters do not produce a uniform tern- rotationally mediated energy transfer as discussed below.

perature throughout the cell, so that the temperature must However, at higher pressure it can be fit to a single expo-

be measured at the same point where the fluorescence de- nential to determine the decay constants. Plots of decay

cays are monitored. For this purpose, rotational tempera- constant vs collider pressure then yield the quenching rate

tures were determined from two-photon excitation scans in constants. Examples for NO self-quenching of the A and B

the A-X system. (A thermocouple inside the cell is unsuit- state are shown in Fig. 2, and for H 20 quenching of the A

able because of the large radiant output of the heaters.) state at different temperatures in Fig. 3.
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30 certainties of all cross sections. The major contributions to

the error bars are the statistical uncertainties in the rate
constants taken from the slope of decay constant vs pres-

420 K sure plots, and in the LIF temperatures taken from the
slope of Boltzmann plots. For quenching of the NO B state
by H20, statistical uncertainties in the worst cases

l approach 30% of the rate constant. However, the majority
300 K of the rate constants and temperatures for other quenchers

are determined (statistically) to better than 10%, which is
20 550 K the basis of our error bars.

The zero pressure intercepts of the plots in Figs. 2 and
3 correspond to the radiative lifetime, plus any quenching

0 A due to the background helium carrier gas. In the case of
Z the A state, that residual quenching contributes a negligible0
o •amount, and the measured intercepts agree well with the

well established Trad(A) of 220 ns. In the case of the B
state, the -rad is a matter of current dispute. Although the

107 K currently accepted value is near 3 p±s, recent measure-
ments8 indicate the correct value should be 1.5 to 2 js for
the v' = 0 level of B 211. In our measurements there exists
some residual quenching due to the He carrier (Fig. 2),
and our results are essentially in agreement with the values
of Ref. 8.

The quenching rate constants contain an uninteresting
temperature dependence through the average collision ve-
locity (v) = 48kT/lp.. Thus we convert the results to ther-

S . .. mally averaged cross sections, by dividing the experimental
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 rate constants by (v). Results are listed in Table I. Errors

H20 PRESSURE (Tofr) in the quenching cross sections are compounded of statis-

tical errors as computed from the fitting procedure and
uncertainties in the quencher partial pressures and temper-

FIG. 3. A-state decay constant plots vs pressure for H20 collider at four ature. Fluctuations in the total gas flow rate, induced by
different temperatures. For a constant cross section, the slopes would changes in the flow rates of added collider, could affect
decrease as T- 1/2. They fall faster, indicating that the cross section itself individual decay constant measurements by changing the
decreases with increasing T.

background pressure of NO. In order to prevent this, it was
necessary, for some colliders, to adjust all the gas flows to

Error bars calculated for the cross sections of water keep the total flow constant. This was needed for colliders
quenching are considered as the upper bounds for the un- of small cross section, i.e., N2 and He, where large partial

TABLE I. NO quenching cross sections, A2.

A state

Temperature 300 K 420 K 550 K "725 K 750 K

NO 37*3 '" 35*4 ... 37:4
0 21*3 "" 21*4 ... 19*4
N 2  <0.01 ... ...... <0.1

H20 106: 10 84k5 55+4 43+4 34*3

B state

Temperature 300 K 500 K 550 K 600 K 725 K 750 K

NO 43*3 ... 21*3 ... 22A3 .
02 2.9+0.3 2.3*0.5 '" 2.5*0.5 3.2+0.6 ..
N2  0.071 * 0.005 ............
H20 17*2 6.8*2.1 "" 6.0*0.7 ... 4.8* 1.2
He 0.030 * 0.003 ... .........
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TABLE 11. A 2.+, V' = 0 quenching cross sections at 300 K, A2.

This study Ref. 9 Ref. 10 Ref. II Ref. 12 Ref. 13

NO 37*3 ... 41-A-6 ... 40
02 21 *3 22* 1 23L4 22*2 29 36+5
N2  <0.01 0.014 -0.004 <0.015 ". <0.01 -.

HO 106+ 10 101:9 104* 14 ...... 97* 10

pressures were required to observe any quenching. The 02 is conspicuously lower than those measured earlier, but
same was true for H 20 since, although the cross sections have no explanation for this difference.
are large, the effective concentration of H 20 in its helium-
diluted flow is less than 1%.

Temperature dependent cross sections

QUENCHING OF THE A AND B STATES The large cross sections for several of the colliders
Comparison with other room temperature studied, 02, NO, and H20 for A 21 +, and NO and H 20
measurements for B 2j], suggest that long range, attractive forces play a

We begin our examination of the results in Table I by role in the quenching of these electronically excited states

a comparison with other measurements made at room tern- of nitric oxide. A process governed by a purely attractive

perature. Quenching of the A 21+ state of NO has been surface should have a cross section which decreases with

studied extensively, although we will consider only five reasing temperature (i.e., collision velocity). However,
investigations. 9-13 In two recent measurements, 9"'0 the the temperature dependence of NO quenching is varied, as

pressure dependence of time decay of LIF was used, as in shown by the results in Table I. For the A state, quenching

the present work. Table II displays the results from those cross sections for NO and 02 do not vary with tempera-

studies for the four colliders studied here; the agreement is ture, whereas that for H 20 decreases by about a factor of 3

excellent in all cases. over the temperature range covered, 300 to 750 K. This is

Quenching of the A state has also been investigated by illustrated in the plot of Fig. 4. For the B state, quenching

Stern-Volmer intensity measurements as a function of by NO and H20 drops with increasing temperature, by a
added ollider r....ure. The procedure yields the quench- factor of 2 and 3, respectively; see also Fig. 4. That for 02inratded constatin units ofe praceditvrate; aindsthepqendent is constant, although the smaller size of the cross section, 3ing rate constant in units of radiative rate; an independent k,• indicates that here repulsive forces may play a role or
value of the radiative lifetime is needed to determine the e2, inates
quenching rate constant. In Refs. 11 and 12, the excitation evendo inate.
source was a tunable laser. In Ref. 13, the y-band emission Quenching by 02 was examined at two different tern-
was chemiluminescence in a discharge in NO. The results peratures in the chemiluminescent discharge experi-listed for Ref. 13 in the last column of Table II have been ments.13 For the A state, the cross sections were 21A4 A atlised or ef.13 n te lst olun o Tale 1 hve een 298 K and 34:1:5 &•2 at 195 K; we have used the authors'
corrected to correspond to the proper lifetime of 220 ns for 298cKiand 34 2at1 K w e have used the thothe stte.Eventhogh ternVoler nalyes be fractional error bars, which appear to be derived from thethe A4 state. Even though Stern -V olm er an alyses can be sc t e in he S r -V l r p o s.T u t e eis om i -subject to systematic errors, especially in discharges, the scatter in the Stern-Volmer plots. Thus there is some in-
agrecthere is also quite good. dication of a temperature dependence, in contradiction toagreement isnalso quite our results, although the variation is not much outside the

Low vibrational levels of the B state have been little combined uncertainties. The B state was also studied at
studied, compared with the A state, due largely to the low
band transition probability for direct excitation from these same tw temperat wit Theresls of 38 sa 2

V : 0 of the ground state. All three prior studies deter- at29K and t 195 b. There ih the same
mined quenching rates via Stern-Volmer intensity plots of
emission from B 211 produced three different ways: in a hand, the large difference between this cross section and

discharge,' 3 by NO2 photodissociation,1 4 and by energy our value of 3 A2 at 300 K precludes a meaningful com-

transfer' from A4 21 + NO selectively excited in a cell. A parison of the temperature dependence.

compilation of these results and the present ones is given in
Table III. In each case, the reported rate constants have
been adjusted to correspond to the recently measured ra- TABLE Ill. B 2nl, v' -= 0 quenching cross sections at 300 K, A2.
diative lifetime of 2.0 its for the v' = 0 level.8 Here we see Ths study Rd 13 Ref 4 Ref 15
much poorer agreement than was the case for the single-
level excitation experiments for the A state in Table II; NO 43*3 ... ... 20*.1
most of the B state cross sections differ by factors of 2 to 02 2.9*0.3 21 *4 37*7 ...

N2  0.071 * 0.005 . 0.14 * 0.03 ...
10. This situation is not considered unreasonable in corn- H20 17*2 50* 13 ......
paring cross sections derived from intensity measurements He 0.030*0.003 ... 0.03*0.01 ...
such as those in Refs. 13-15. We do note that our result for
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120 Models for NO quenching collisions

A suitable interpretation of the quenching mechanism
must explain all facets of the experimental results: the vari-

AMH20 ation in cross section among different colliders, the overall
100 size of the cross sections, and the varied temperature de-

pendence. We note here there are several different models,
all involving attractive forces, which have been advanced
to explain electronic quenching of various small molecules.

so None is capable of explaining all the experimental obser-80
vations on NO.

Three parametric correlations have been offered by
i Thayer and Yardley,2 ° Selwyn and Steinfeld,2' and Par-
Z menter and co-workers.22 The Thayer-Yardley picture,

o 60 which has been explicitly examined" for NO quenched by
a number of colliders, contains a weak T- " temperature

0n
0 dependence of the cross section. The Selwyn-Steinfeld

model predicts o- T- ,/2 and the Parmenter correlation
* • -exp(a/T). None of these satisfactorily explains the

40 B/NO variation in cross sections with collider, nor the differing
* temperature dependences found here.

A model23 based on a multipole interactions between
the radical and the collider has been generally successful

20 - for OH, although not' for CH and NH. NO is weakly polar
A in both the A (Ref. 24) and B(Ref. 25) excited states, with

B/H20 dipole moments -0.2 D. However, it should be highly
polarizable, so that I /R 6 dipole-induced dipole and/or dis-

A A A persion forces might be expected to dominate the long-
0 . - .. ... range interactions even for polar colliders. This interaction
200 300 400 500 600 700 800 would lead to a T- 1/3 temperature dependence for all col-

TEMPERATURE (K) liders, again inadequate. It also cannot explain the very

small cross sections observed for N2 collider.
A different model has been suggested by Ascher and

FIG. 4. The three temperature-dependent cross sections plotted against Haas'1112 to describe their results on quenching of several
temperature to illustrate the magnitude of the decrease. Circles: vibrational levels of NO A 21 +. This picture is a "har-
oQ4(H 20); squares: oQB(H 20); triangles, JQB(NO). poon" electron transfer mechanism in which NO and the

collision partner switch from covalent to ion-pair curves at
Quenching of the A state by H20 at higher tempera- some crossing radius. Qualitative agreement is achieved for

tures has been measured recently.' 6 Hydrogen/oxygen/ many colliders, certainly as good as that for any of the
argon flames seeded with NO were burned at low pressure; other models. Especially appealing is the prediction" of a
because the three body recombination reactions are slow at zero cross section for N2 due to the absence of a curve
reduced pressure, the temperature in the burnt gases can be crossing; the same phenomenon also explains small cross
well below the adiabatic flame temperature.' 7 In this flame sections12 for CF4, CH4, and SiF4 . An explicit temperature
at temperatures near 1200 K, the predominant quencher is dependence cannot be extracted from the treatment given
probably H20, although there may also be contributions in Refs. I and 12, but the nature of the inweractions in-
from H atoms, which are known to quench OH rapidly at volved again demands a decrease in the cross section with
these temperatures.' 8 The decay rates measured in flames increasing temperature for all colliders. As for all the other
at 19, 38, and 76 Torr were converted to cross sections, models, this is at variance with the experimental results.
assuming all the quenching was due to H20. The result was
a cross section 35- A3 A2 at 1340 K, and the same (within ENERGY TRANSFER FROM B TO A
error bars) at 1150 and 1020 K.

The cross section measured in the flame between 1000 A 2y + emission can be observed following excitation
and 1340 K is the same 35 k2 as at the upper end of our of the B 2n state. We describe here the preliminary obser-
temperature range, 750 K. A decrease in the rate of change vations both on dual exponential decay of B and this trans-
or even a leveling off of the cross section at higher temper- fer of excitation, which are consistent with the participa-
ature remains consistent with a collision governed by at- tion of a third electronic state.
tractive forces. Such behavior has also been observed for For the A state, individual plots of signal vs time are
the quenching of A 21 + OH radicals over a wide temper- single exponentials over a range of pressures, and the zero-
ature range for the polar colliders ammonia1 9 and water,18  pressure intercepts of plots such as Figs. 2 and 3 corne-
where attractive forces are known to play a role.I spond to accepted values of the radiative rate. I-or the B
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state, however, double exponential decay becomes appar-
ent at lower pressures ( <500 mTort) of collider gas. A NO(AX) 460mTor
faster initial component is followed by a slower decay. At
higher pressures, the decay curves are again well fit by a
single exponential (our reported cross sections, Table I, are
derived from fits under these conditions). This behavior
was also observed for the v' = 3 vibrational level the
B 21 valence state of the NS molecule 26 where it was at-
tributed to mixing with a quartet state. It can be inter- 2
preted in terms of the familiar "gateway" model, in which 2
only particular rotational levels are perturbed and cause
state mixing. First, rapid wollisional rotational transfer oc-
curs to the perturbed level in B which is coupled to the z
long-lived quartet. Rotational redistribution within the
quartet then takes place; some of the population leaks back
into B which then radiates. The slower second exponential p
represents this repopulation of the emitting B state. At W
higher pressures, rotational equilibrium in the quartet and 9
the transfer back into B both occur very rapidly and only LLs mr Tof

a single component is observed, caused by collisional re-
moval of the pair of states.

A prime candidate for the coupled state is the elusive
a 41 state, which is known27 to perturb both A and B, and
has been invoked to explain a variety of photophysical phe-
nomena in the A, B, and C states of NO (see Ref. 28 for a

discussion). The B, v' = 0 state is located near a 4 n, v' = 8;
and the A, v' = 0 state is near a 41], v' = 6. The A state,
while imbedded in the quartet as is B, shows only single 252S 2575 2625 2675 2725
exponential decay for all pressures. This is because the WAVELENGTH (A)
faster radiative rate (ten times that of B) dominates the
overall A-state removal process at moderate collider pres-
sures, when the redistribution within the quartet is occur-igAthgeprsures, where collisdistribu ion s dothin t ttribcute FIG. 5. Fluorescence spectra, time integrated over the entire fluorescence
ing. At higher pressures, where collisions do contribute decay, following excitation of B 2n, at three different NO collider pres-
significantly to the total removal rate, this equilibration sures. Shown are the B-X (0,4) band and the A-X (0,3) band. As the
and back transfer is completed rapidly. pressure increases, the A-X emission intensity grows in relative to B-X.

Using the monochromator, y band A-X emission could
be observed following excitation of the B state under col- which decays mainly radiatively. In the bottom trace is
lisional conditions. Figure 5 shows representative spectra. A-X emission following pumping of the B state. Its time
Here the B state has been pumped and can be observed dependence may be described by the sum of two exponen-
through the (0,4) band near 262 nm while the v' = 0 level tials, the slower one the decay of the B state and the faster
of the A state, populated by energy transfer, emits in the the decay of A (note that the population in A always in-
(0,3) band near 259 nm. Note that the Einstein A creases at the faster rate regardless of its physical interpre-
coefficient 29 for the (0,4) f6 band shown is some 80 times tation).
smaller than that for the (0,3) r band, so that only a small Decay constants can be obtained from traces such as
fraction of the B state decay is transferring into A. As the those at the bottom of Fig. 6 and plotted vs pressure to
pressure of NO is increased, the A-X band intensity grows obtain collision cross sections. We expected the pressure
in relative to the B-X band. From time and wavelength dependences to correspond to those measured earlier, using
resolved studies, we estimate that between 2% and 3% of the decay from each state when it is directly excited, but
the B state population, quenched by NO itself, is trans- they do not. Both sets of decay constants have the same
ferred into the A state. This phenomenon is also seen, al- pressure dependence. Therefore, the observations illus-
though with less transfer, for N2 and 02 colliders. trated in Fig. 6 do not correspond to transfer directly from

Time resolved traces can be captured with the tran- B to A. Rather, we interpret these results in terms of the
sient digitizer, tuning the monochromator to look at emis- metastable a 41] state, which is filled from B and then de-
sion from only one electronic state. Figure 6 shows such cays into A. As noted above, this same interpretation can
traces for 500 mTorr of NO at room temperature. In the also account for the nonexponential decay of B at low
top trace, for reference, is an A-X decay curve obtained by collider pressures. A more extensive study of this interest-
directly pumping the A state. In the middle panel is the ing B-A electronic-to-electronic state transfer, apparently
B-X decay obtained directly pumping B. Its decay is col- mediated by the elusive a 41] state of NO, is clearly war-
lision dominated under these conditions, in contrast to A ranted.
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P Apreliminary results on B to A transfer are consistent with

PUMP A STATE mediation by another electronic state, for which a 41 is a

prime candidate.
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Abstract. Radiative emission in the NO y-band system occurs when air at a few Torr initial
pressure is shock-heated at sufficiently high temperatures of 3500-7000 K. Emission spectra of
this system in shocks indicate that collisional quenching of the emitting A2Z+ state is a critical
quantity controlling the intensity. Quenching of excited NO by NO itself has been measured
using direct time decay of laser-induced fluorescence in the shock tube at 3500 K. The cross
section (2- a error) is 59±+ 20 A2, compared to the room temperature value 37 + 8 A2. At 3500 K,
N2 also quenches NO with a cross section - 2 A2, much larger than the value at 300 K.

PACS: 34.50Gb

In reactive flows at high velocity and low pressure, the energy transfer from metastable A3Z. N2, recombina-
time scales for energy transfer and chemical reaction tion of N and 0 atoms, electron impact excitation, and
become comparable to the flow times themselves. This heavy particle excitation directly from the ground state.
can result in nonequilibrium chemical compositions and The last of these possibilities, together with an estimated
nonequilibrium vibrational and electronic state popula- generic excited state removal (quenching) cross section of
tions, with significant effects. Among these are the char- 1 A2, is a major source considered in a computer model
acteristics of the external flowfield upon re-entry of the of the bowshock chemistry and radiation [3] designed
space shuttle and aerospace planes, heat transfer to sur- for re-entry questions. Adapted to the problem of ascent
faces, and the hydrogen/air combustion chemistry of the bowshocks [4], it predicts a much sharper drop in emis-
spaceplane's scramjet propulsion system. Of interest also sion intensity with increasing altitude (decreasing density)
is the observable ultraviolet emission found in air heated than was observed in the flight experiment [l].
by bow shock waves, whose maximum intensity occurs in Our shock tube measurements are of two types. The
regions of nonequilibrium chemistry and energy transfer. first, the observation of the emitting y-band system in

We have investigated the spectral emission in the the shocks, indicated that collisional quenching plays a
y-band system of nitric oxide in shock-heated air, and critical role in determining the total y-band radiance, and
the decay lifetimes of the emitting A2Z+ state. The ex- must account for a significant part of the removal of the
periments are directly connected to the observation of excited state. This led to the second set of measurements.
y-band emission in the bowshocks of ascending rockets the determination of high temperature collisional quench-
in the 40-70 km range [I]. These altitudes correspond ing cross sections aQ for the emitting A2Z+ of NO. This
to preshock pressures between 5 and 0.1 Torr, and the was done through measurement of the direct time decay
rocket speeds are typically 3.5 km/s. of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) of NO in NO/buffer

The mechanisms by which the excited state of NO is gas mixtures shock-heated to 3500K. Because ao varies
populated are not at all well established. The nonequilib- with temperature for some but not all colliders [5], it is
rium chemistry which forms the ground state NO from necessary to perform these experiments directly at high
hot air, and possible routes for exciting the molecule to temperature. The results on NO self-quenching indicate a
the A21+ state, are discussed in [2]. These routes include slight increase in aQ from its room temperature value. N2

* Sabbatical visitor, on leave from DLR Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. also appears to be a significant quencher of NO at high
Germany temperature, in contrast to its negligible role at 300 K. In
** Present address: Department of Chemistry, Hamilton College, addition to this role in the problem of shock-heated air,
Clinton, NY 13323, USA the understanding of quenching of electronically excited
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NO is also important for interpreting experiments de- 20 0-2

signed to probe NO with LIF, as has been done in shock 0., 1-3 0-3

tubes [6] and in flames [7,8]. i 1-4

12
i. Emission Spectra Measurements 1-o

The stainless steel shock tube used for these experiments 2-0

has a 5cm internar >i-,meter and is 4.6m long with a , -

1.3m driver section. It was operated with room temper- 4

ature helium or, usually, hydrogen driver gas to produce
shock velocities up to 4.5 km/s at an initial test pressure 0
of C.5 Torr, corresponding to an altitude of 50km. Initial 200 230 260 290 320

pressures ranging upwards from this value to 2Torr wereused. The experiments were conducted in the incident
shock mode. The radiative emission from the incident Fig. 1. NO y-band emission spectrum from a shock in synthetic

air (79% N2, 21% 02) with speed 4.46km/s (Mach 12.9) and
shock, apertured at the observation window 35mm from temperature 4600 K. The cold gas pressure is 0.5 Torr, and the hot
the end of the tube with a 2 mm slit, was imaged onto a gas pressure 100 Torr. The array detector gate was 2.5 ps duration
spectrometer and detected with an enhanced, intensified triggered at the shock front arrival time

linear array (Princeton Instruments). A detection gate
of typically 2.5 ps duration was triggered immediately at these high temperatures. (The final equilibrium tem-
upon arrival of the shock wave at the detection plane, as peratures are somewhat cooler in CO 2, because of heat
measured by a piezoelectric transducer. A laser schlieren capacity differences, although the initial, nonequilibrium
arrangement was used to ensure that the transducer cor- temperature is about the same for all mixtures; note also
rectly determined the arrival time. that the majority gas in the N20 experiments is N2 , be-

Measurements were made of the emission from NO cause of chemical reaction.) The overall radiance from
formed directly in the shock heated air. The chemical NO is inversely proportional to the rate of this colli-
reactions for this process [2] involve, sequentially, disso- sional removal, so quenching must play a critical role in
ciation of 02 and reaction of the 0 atoms with N2, any description of y-band emission from shock-heated
followed by reaction of N atoms with 02. Emission air. These results suggest that at high temperature there
measurements were also maJe in which NO, at con- are considerable differences in quenching contributions
centrations < 5%, was seeded into other pure gases: from different buffer gases. These questions formed the
N2, 02, N20, CO 2 and Ar, and in neat NO. The shock impetus for undertaking the LIF decay measurement of
speeds were about 4.4 km/s, corresponding to initial tem- quenching in the shock tube, described in the next section.
peratures near 9500 K and a final temperature close to
4600 K for all mixtures except Ar, N2 and CO 2, where
Teq -" 6000 K at the observation times used (integration 2. LIF Time-Resolved Decay Measurements
of a shock tube kinetics code [9] was used to determine
these temperatures). Although quenching of A2 2"+ NO has been studied for

A typical spectrum in synthetic air is shown in Fig. 1. a variety of colliders at room temperature, only recently
Those in N2, Ar, NO, and N20 all appeared similar, all has the temperature dependence of its quenching been
showing several vibrational bands in the v' = 0, 1 and investigated. The cross sections [5] aQ for quenching by
2 progressions of the y-system between 200 and 300rnm, 02, H20 and NO itself are large at room temperature (21,
with comparable intensities in each progression. They 104 and 37A 2, respectively). This immediately suggests
agree reasonably well with those observed in other shock the influence of attractive forces and the expectation
tube experiments [10] and in the rocket flight tests [1]. that vQ will decrease with increasing temperature, as for
Unfortunately, our available detection gate and spatial the OH radical [11]. Knowledge of this dependence is
resolution do not provide sufficient time resolution to obviously crucial when considering processes occurring
capture the emission only in the interesting nonequilib- at the temperatures of shock-heated air.
rium regime. (This is also true for the other shock tube LIF decay measurements have been performed in a
experiments [10].) Therefore our initial objective of using heated cell [5]. These showed that oQ fo H20 decreased
measurements of the nascent vibrational distribution in from 106 to 34 A2 over the range 300 -750 K, as antici-
air to discern the mechanism for populating A2Z+ NO pated. Measurements in a flame [12] between 1 100 and
was not attained with this experimental configuration. 1300K agree with these results. Surprisingly, however,

However, the intensity of the y-band emission in dif- aQ in the heated cell experiments for both 02 and NO
ferent mixtures was revealing. In contrast to the spectra remained constant over this range. Quenching by N2 was
observed in neat NO mixtures in air, N2, Ar, and N20, small, < 0.1 A2 at 750K and •< 0.01 A2 at 300K. Extra-
no emission was found for NO seeded into 02 and CO 2. polation to the much higher shock temperatures cannot
Because the NO A2Z+ must be formed as well here be made given the lack of understanding of the quenching
as in the other mixtures, these results indicate efficient mechanism and the reason for these differing temperature
collisional removal of the excited state by 02 and CO 2 dependences.
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Therefore, quenching measurements were performed
directly in the shock tube at the appropriate temper-
atures, using time-resolved LI. Although we observed
time-resolved decays in shock-heated air, the quantita-
tive measurements were performed with NO seeded into e
other mixtures. We report measurements for quenching
by NO itself and by N2 . Z

The r' = 0 level of the A2Z+ state was excited using 0

a tunable dye laser, frequency doubled to 226nm wave-
length, with pulses of -- l0ns duration. A bandhead was
chosen to furnish maximum fluorescence intensity; the 00 ;0
exact rotational level(s) excited is not important because TIME (a)
quenching of A2Z1 NO does not vary with rotational Fig. 2. Single shot laser-induced fluorescence decay trace for NO
level [131. The laser was directed at right angles to the (A Z÷, v' = 0). Observation is behind the incident shock at a
shock propagation direction, and the fluorescence was temperature of 3430K, with postshock pressures of 0.832 Torr NO

observed at right angles using the same 2mm slit as in and 40.7 Torr N2

the emission experiments. Spectral filtering was provided
using the monochromator as a bandpass filter, or using 30-

a 288 nm interference filter. Detection was by a Hama-
matsu RI66UH tube, and the signals were collected into
a digital storage oscilloscope having a 200MHz band-
width.

Measurements were made at two nominal concentra- C a
tions of NO seeded into 0.5 Torr cold N2.The lower value .
was a cold NO pressure of 0.011 Torr, and the higher
0.04 Torr. For these experiments He was used as the 0
driver gas, to produce a shock speed of 2.8 + 0.1 mm/Is,
calculated final temperature between 3450 and 3550K, 0
and a shocked gas pressure - 40Torr. The decay mea- SOoENsrrY( 0ii3)
surements, one trace for each shock, were performed
several jps after passage of the shock front. At this point, Fig. 3. Decay rate of NO vs. NO density. Each point is the result of
thermalization of vibrational populations has occurred; a single exponential fit to a decay trace as in Fig. 1; error bars are
at these temperatures, there is no significant chemical re- not shown but range from 5-20%. The slope of the plot yields the

quenching rate coefficient. The line drawn is from the unweighted
action and the gas composition is the same as in the cold fit; the use of different weightings yields somewhat different rate
preshock gas. coefficients as discussed in the text

The laser and storage scope are externally triggered by
a pulse delayed 0.1 pts from the output of the piezoelectric
crystal at the observation position. The excimer pump between 5 and 20%. Consequently the result of fitting the
laser (Lambda Physik EMG50) is concomitantly and data ti a slope vs. density depends upon the weighting
continuously fired by its internal trigger at a slow rate to function chosen. If the data are unweighted, the slope
avoid damage from constant high voltage, because the (which is shown in Fig. 3) corresponds to a rate constant
diaphragm burst pressure and time cannot be foretold kQ = (1.49 +0.27) x 10- cm 3 s-1 for quenching of excited
accurately. NO by NO. The cross section aQ = k&/(v), where (v) is

A typical decay trace is shown in Fig. 2. The single the mean relative velocity, is 67 + 12 A2. The error bars
shot decay shown here has a lifetime of , 100 ns. This are 1 - o values from the unweighted least-squares fit in
trace is fit to a single exponential from 90 to 10% of the Fig. 3; the correlation coefficient for the fit is 0.88.
maximum am'nlitude to obtain a decay constant. Mea- If, however, the points are weighted in inverse pro-
surements were made for five shots at the lower seeding portion to their error bars, we obtain a0 = 59 ± 10A 2 ;
pressure and six at the higher. Temperatures and densi- if the weighting is in inverse proportion to the square
ties were calculated from the measured cold pressure and of the error bars, the result is oQ = 52 ± 9 A2. Again,
shock speed for each shot using the Sandia shock tube these are 1 - a errors; the correlation coefficient is the
code [12]. An estimated 5% uncertainty in shock speed same. This dependence of numerical result upon fitting
propagates to < 2% error in final density. Results, in the procedure is largely a comment on the scatter of the
form of a plot of decay constant vs. NO density, are given data (Fig. 3) and suggests that no one weighting method
in Fig-. 3. The slignt differences in NO density in each of is definitive. We adopt the middle value of 59 A2 as a
the two groupings are due to both slightly different cold reasonable compromise.
gas mixtures and different diaphragm burst pressures Bearing in mind the dependence of the result on the
(hence different temperatures) from shot to shot. weighting, we can compare the cross section at 3500 K

The data shown in Fig. 3 all arise from single shot with the low temperature value [5] of 37 + 4 A2.Thus the
decay traces as in Fig. 2 and have error bars, determined 2- a error bars overlap, although the result is suggestive
by the goodness of fit to the single exponential, ranging of a slight increase with increasing temperature. A cross
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section increasing with increasing temperature (i.e., in- and other systems, and is one example of a quenching
creasing collision velocity) is produced by an interaction mechanism involving an energetic barrier.
involving a repulsive wall or barrier. However, a large
low temperature cross section suggests attractive forces, Acknowledgement. This research was supported by SDIO/IST under
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Laser measurement of chemically reactive intermediates in combustion
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Abstract
Laser-induced fluorescence has reached maturity as an important.tool in the study of

combustion processes. It may be employed in several ways, to make pointwise
distributions or planar images in turbulent flames, or spatial profiles above burners
supporting laminar premixed flames. We review its use for the latter case, in a study of
prompt NO formation in low pressure methane/air flames. Spectroscopic knowledge
needed for LIF studies is considered and a developmental example of HCO is given.
Finally, the important issue of collisional quenching, which dominates the fluorescence
quantum yield in most flames, is discussed. As more quenching rates for different
colliders and as a function of temperature become available, it appears that collisional
quenching can be estimated well for many flame conditions. This is now the situation for
OHK CH, NH, and NO. Experiments and calculations of quenching for HCO and NO are
described.E

C.,

LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE IN COMBUSTION

The technique of laser-induced fluorescence has attained maturity in the field of
combustion science. At the Twenty-fourth International Symposium on Combustion,
held in Sydney in July 1992, 13% of the papers (oral plus poster) containing experimental
investigations involved the use of LIF. In each case, LIF was utilized for the study of a
combustion system or combustion-related chemical kinetics investigation. This contrasts
with the situation a few years ago, when most or all of the LIF papers at a meeting would
be concerned only with the demonstration or development of the LIF method itself.

LIP may be employed in several ways to study flames. In one, measurements are
made of distributions of chemically active species in turbulent flow situations. An
excellent example is given by pointwise measurements of OH together with Raman
determinations of temperature and major species in piloted turbulent jet diffusion flames
[1]. Conditional averages of mass fraction of different species showed that local mixture
fraction and temperature could describe the chemical state of the flame system independent
of mixing history, but the mixing characteristics could not be described by a series of
steady laminar flame calculations. Two-dimensional, planar LIF imaging can also be used
to yield instantaneous patterns of radical species in turbulent chemically reactive flows; as
an example, see [2], where CH and OH were examined in a lifted turbulent jet flame.
Images of these two radicals form particularly useful semiquantitative purposes [3]: CH
serves as a marker of the flame front, and shows where the combustion reactions are
occurring; whereas OH, ubiquitous in flames and easy to determine, is present at highest
concentration in the burnt gases and therefore denotes where reaction has taken place. In



experiments such as these, one can use LIF to study the interaction between turbulence
and chemistry in combustion.

On the other hand, a turbulent flame is too complex a system for the investigation of
the fine details of the combustion chemistry itself. This is best accomplished via
measurements in laminar flames, where LIF is used to obtain spatial (one- or two-
dimensional) profiles of trace reactive species, made as a function of height above a
burner surface. Absolute or relative profiles may be compared with the predictions of a
large scale model of the combustion chemistry, which contains dozens of species and over
a hundred reactions. Highly spatially resolved LIF determinations of key chemical
intermediates in low pressure flames form excellent tests of such a model, ultimately
establishing its ability to describe flames under conditions much more difficult to
investigate. In this way, LIF ensures that the combustion chemical mechanism is more
fully understood.

Finally, LIF may be used in a semiquantitative way, so that simply the detection of
some species present at an approximate concentration can reveal a good deal of informa-
tion about the chemical mechanism [4]. For example, the NS radical was detected in
flames seeded with small amounts of nitrogen and sulfur compounds so as to mimic fuel-
bound coal species [5]. This showed that a large fraction of the sulfur was tied up
temporarily in this radical intermediate, indicating its importance in linking the chemistry
of formation of both NOx and SOx pollutants. A possible future application of this
approach might be detection of alkoxy or alkylperoxyl radicals of likely importance in
ignition phenomena such as knock in internal combustion engines. Clearly, this semi-
quantitative use of LIF detection could be applied to turbulent flames, where the presence
of some species may suggest more detailed chemical mechanistic studies to be performed
in laminar flow situations.

In what follows, we first review a flame chemistry study from our laboratory, in
which LIF was used to measure temperature and species profiles for comparison with a
model calculation investigating prompt NO formation in natural gas combustion.
Conclusions are drawn concerning both the measurement process and our degree of
understanding of the chemistry. We then turn to future needs of LIF development,
examining through the example of HCO radical detection some necessary spectroscopy,
and via NO measurement questions of collisional quenching.

PROMPT NO FORMATION IN METHANE/AIR FLAMES

Nitric oxide is formed during the combustion of all hydrocarbon fuels burning in air,
including natural gas which is otherwise a relatively cleanly burning fuel. Environmental
regulation, expected to become increasingly stringent in the future, has focused attention
on this pollutant, so that its reduction is a crucial objective for many combustion
situations. To understand the chemistry of formation of nitric oxide in natural gas
combustion, we performed LIF measurements of trace reactive intermediates responsible
in the so-called prompt NO cycle, and compared these with predictions from a computer
model of the appropriate chemical networks [6].

Knowledge of the basic mechanistic steps allowed us to choose the species to be
measured. The reaction sequence, first pustulated by Fenimore [7], begins near the flame
zone. There, reaction between the CH radical and N2 from the air forms N atoms and
HCN molecules. The N atoms react with 02 and OH to directly produce NO; the HCN

* undergoes a series of oxidation steps to produce another N atom and hence another NO
molecule. The levels of NO produced in premixed natural gas flames arm often tens of



ppms, levels similar to that of the reactive radical species. Therefore a sensitive test of the
mechanism must involve measurements of these species at high spatial resolution: CH as
the main precursor, NO as the direct pollutant of interest, and OH (and/or H atoms) as
markers of the flame chemistry.

The measurements were made in a low pressure flame facility designed for laser
probing. The burner was a 6 cm diameter McKenna porous plug burner, surrounded by
an Ar shroud flow. Rapid flows lifted the flame I to 2 cm off the burner at the operating
pressure of 30 Torr, providing adequate spatial 2M

resolution below and in the flame front where T

much of the interesting and relevant chemistry 9 ,s •
occurs. The laser beam was directed across the P .
burner and the fluorescence collected at a right
angle; the burner was translated vertically to m*
trace out profiles of species concentrations vs. . ". .
height above the burner, transformable into 14

reaction time by knowledge of the gas flow
rates.

LIF profiles for four different species are
shown in Fig. 1. Only relative values of CHI
an- H were determined, but OH and NO were ,
measured absolutely. OH was calibrated byOH
direct absorption, and NO by flowing room •
temperature NO in helium through the burner
chamber; quantum yield corrections for
quenching were made when necessary using (,,

direct lifetime measurements.*
A profile of the temperature through the 03

flame forms a key input to the chemical modeL-
Our experience shows that it must be
determined accurately and with a high degree of
spatial precision relative to the species profiles
that are to be compared with the model N
predictions. Because of the highly nonlinear ,.3
dependence of chemical reaction rate
coefficients on temperature, an apparent [ ,
temperature determination that is 100K as
different from the true value can render ._._._._._.
meaningless a quantitative comparison between a 1 34 S

model and experiment. ,TAWWKW4ER(M)

Therefore we have also chosen LIF as Figure 1. Spatial profile results from the
the means of temperature measurement in these 30 Tort methaneiairflarne at a mixing ratio
laminar flames, as it furnishes the same spatial of 1.13. The smooth lines are the model
resolution and fidelity as the species determi- predictions. a) Temperature profiles
nations. Temperature is determined using determined by LIF excitation scans in OH.
rotational excitation scans through a compact 4 b) H atom measurements from two-photon
A region of the spectrum of the OH radical UIF. c) OH concentration; the model is
containing rotational levels spanning an energy scaled by a factor of 0.67 to match the
range of 4000 cm- 1 . For accurate epWeriment. d) Relative CH concentration.

temperatures, attention must be paid to the e) Absolute NO concentration.

spectral bandpass and temporal gating of the



detection apparatus [8]. Such a scan is shown in the top panel of Fig. 2. These data can
"be analyzed in two ways, which weight the data slightly differently. First, a Boltzmann
plot may be made of the populations of each rotational level, taken from the peak line
intensities and the appropriate rotational transition probabilities. This is shown in the
lower panel of Fig. 2. Second, the spectrum may be directly simulated using temperature
as an input parameter, varying the temperature to obtain the best fit between simulation
and experiment. The residual from such a fit is also shown in the top panel. Tests
showed that these two approaches to the data analysis yielded the same temperatures to
within experimental error, which was typically ± 30 to 40K at 1700K. A spatially
resolved temperature profile determined with these scans is shown in the top panel of
Fig. 1.

The computer model of the flame
chemistry is based on the Sandia labora- 12 1

tory one-dimensional flame code [9], , ' I

with a mechanism containing nitrogen- 0.75 ". , 3 ,1 22 R,

chemistry rate constants largely based on
the review by Miller and Bowman [101.
38 species and 148 reactions are
included. The temperature profile is I
input to the model, a procedure • a-
preferable to regarding temperature as -
one of the outputs. The computed
species concentrations are also shown in,-
Fig. 1. Note that the H atom profile L A ,__
matches well through the flame front
region, even though it diverges in the WA . ts ut 307.1

burnt gases (this divergence is partly but USER WAEUMOTH

not wholly due to radial flame spread °
and diffusion [I1I). The OH profile,
however, is well matched everywhere. 1
The computed value has been scaled here
by a factor of 0.67 to correspond to the
measured absolute value, although the .2

difference from unity is within .
measurement error bars. For CH, only
relative profiles were determined. The
computed profile is of the proper width
and shape, but rises late in the flame . . . . . . .
compared with experiment, a mismatch 0 low 3 4=

that has important consequences for our MorAllOWD.m*GY (W-,)

ability to predict NO, as discussed
below. The bisigmoidal shape of the Figure 2. Top: OH rotational excitation scan
NO profile below the flame front is due in the methane/airflame. The residual from
to backward diffusion of NO formed the fit, which yielded 1701K, is shown below
near the flame front, and is reproduced the spectrum. Bottom: Boltzmann plot fromnear the flodel foThe absole v es r rode the intensities in the top trace; the fit yieldsby the model. The absolute values from

calculation (3.7 ppm) and experiment (4 1732 ± 32K.
ppm) agree within error bars

4-.
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Figure 3. Excitation scan for the A - X system of the HCO radical in a
photolysis cell. This broad wavelength range covers eight bands at
12 cm-1 resolution. Note the sensitivity changes.

"The reasonable agreement between experiment and model predictions indicates that we
understand prompt NO chemistry rather well, and can describe it using the key reactions
and rate constants found in Miller and Bowman [10]. In particular, NO itself is in
excellent agreement. However, the CH profile is not in such good agreement. Senstivity
analysis shows a nearly unit sensitivity of NO concentration to the CH + N2 reaction,,
i.e., doubling the net rate of this reaction will double the computed NO. Therefore, if CH
is not predicted properly, we can't expect to predict NO accurately. Furthermore, this key
reaction has a very strong temperature dependence, so that it is important to know the
profile of CH relative to the steep temperature gradient in the reaction zone. Therefore we
must regard the success for NO with some caution.

Although the chemical kinetic mechanism is reasonably well understood
quantitatively, part of the agreement must be considered fortuitous. We cannot yet with
confidence predict NO for other flame conditions (e.g., different fuel/air mixing ratios)
where the relationship between CH and temperature profiles may be different. Future
experiments at different initial stoichiometries should help sort out this question. Note the
importance, in reaching this conclusion, of measuring not just the NO itself, but also the
CH radical, its major precursor.

SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES FOR LIF DIAGNOSTICS

Laser-induced fluorescence is not a universal technique, like mass spectroscopy. It is
limited to those molecules that absorb laser light in an available and usable wavelength
region. In particular LIF is ill suited for the measurement of closed shell molecules that
have very highly energetic excited states, lying in the vacuum ultraviolet. That category
includes many fuel, oxidant and exhaust gas molecules (CH 4, H2, N20, C02, H20, and
N2) present as major species in combustion systems (these molecules are often detected
nonintrusively by Raman scattering methods).

However, there is a very large number of intermediate species, including many free
radicals, that are amenable to LIF detection, having electronic levels or band systems in
suitable wavelength regions. They are usually present in only minor or trace amounts, so
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Figure 4. Excitation scan of the 002 - 000 band of the - X system of HCO in
photolysis cell at 0.06 cm-] resolution. Six of the assigned rotational branches are
marked. Weaker branches of this hybrid band exist to the blue ORO bandhead.

that the sensitivity afforded by LIF is important in their detection, and the questions
addressed by their measurement usually concern aspects of combustion chemistry. In
Table I are listed combustion-related species, containing 1 to 4 atoms, which have been
detected using LIP. The list is restricted to molecules composed of the five atoms H, 0,
C, N, and S, that occur naturally in many fuels. Note that the first entries on the list. the
free atoms, have their first resonance absorption transitions in the vacuum ultraviolet, and
they are detected using two-photon LIF. Simultaneous absorption of two laser photons in
the near ultraviolet elevates the atom to a high-lying excited state, from which it radiates
(in the visible or infrared) to another excited state. Two-photon LIF is also the means of
detection of CO and NH3 as trace species.

Each of the entries in Table I has an important spectroscopic characteristic. The
absorption spectra for each atom or molecule comprise distinct and identifiable line
absorption patterns. Examples are seen in Fig. 2 and in Figs. 3 and 4 discussed below.
This is crucial to the selectivity of LIF, in order for each molecule to be distinguished in
the presence of other possible absorbing features in the same wavelength region. Often,
different but important intermediate species can be present in concentration ratios of two
to four orders of magnitude, so that these spectroscopic fingerprints are essential to the
identification of the molecule present at the lower concentration.

In addition to the species listed in Table I, there are many other combustion-related
species that can be made to fluoresce with a laser. These include: many metal atoms and
their compounds, often found as impurities in fuels; species present in special combustion

Y ___ ____________



,. Table I
Combustion Chemistry Intermediates Detectable
by Laser-Induced Fluorescence

Excitation Excitation

Moleculea wavelength (nim) Moleculea wavelength (nm)

H* 206 NCO* 440

C* 280 HCO* 245

0* 226 HCN 189

N* 211 HNO 640

S 311 NH2* 598

OH* 309 C3 405

CR* 413 C20 665

NA* 336 S20 340

SH* 324 SO2" 320

CN* 388 NO2* 590CIJ

CO* 280 HSO 585

CS 258 CS2  320

NO* 226 N3 272

NS* 231 NCN 329

SO* 267 CCN 470

02* 217 NH3* 305

$2" 308 N03 570

C2" 516 C2H2  220

lCH" 537 CH20* 32(

a An asterisk demotes that LIF detection has been performed in a flame.
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systems, such as boron compounds in energetic materials or chlorine containing radicals
in chlorinated hydrocarbon waste incineration; polyaromatic hydrocarbons, important in
soot formation; partially oxygenated hydrocarbons, such as aldehydes, that are
intermediates in the oxidation process: and larger hydrocarbon fuels, including ethylene
and isooctane. Whereas the metals, boron compounds, and chlorinated radicals do have
distinct line spectra, most of the hydrocarbon species do not, and their identification in a
combustion system, while quite useful, must be approached with care.

Table I contains a large fraction of the small intermediate, reactive species that are
important in combustion chemistry. Thus LIF has the ability to form a quite complete
characterization of a combustion chemical mechanism. A few other entries would be
desirable: of particular interest would be LIF detection of 3CH2, HO2, C2H, and CH3,
although suitable fluorescing electronic transitions are not known at this time.

As an example of the development of the LIF spectroscopy of an important
combustion intermediate, we consider the HCO radical. HCO is formed partway along
the methane oxidation path, through the unimolecular or bimolecular destruction of
formaldehyde. It reacts in several ways. Unimolecular decomposition produces a
reactive hydrogen atom, while bimolecular reaction with 02 yields a relatively unreactive
H02 radical, slowing the flame. Reaction with H, OH or 0 compete with the
decomposition; these reactions remove species from the reactive H/O radical pool. Thus
the relative rates of these reactions is important in controlling the net rate of H atom
production in the flame and hence chain propagation and the flame speed. Accordingly,
measurement of HCO is an important test of our understanding of combustion chemistry,
especially the kinetics of the ignition process.

Although HCO has been detected in flames with both mass spectroscopy and resonant
multiphoton ionization, a fully nonintrusive optical method is desirable. HCO possesses
two known electronic band systems. The , - X system in the visible is well known in
absorption, but the rapid predissociation of the , state renders its fluorescence too weak
for useful flame detection. The IN - A system in the ultraviolet has been known for years
in emission as the hydrocarbon flame bands, but it had been observed in absorption only
from HCO produced on a 14K Ar matrix.

We undertook experiments to establish laser-induced fluorescence detection of HCO
in the • - R system, and to examine its utility as a flame diagnostic tool. LIF spectra
were first found forming HCO by the photolysis of slowly flowing acetaldehyde in a
room temperature cell [12]. An excitation spectrum showing several bands of this
electronic system is shown in Fig. 3. Note the gain changes throughout this broad scan;
fluorescence from the 110 level is three orders of magnitude smaller than the 002 level.
This is certainly due to the rapid increase of predissociative rate, and concomitant decrease
in quantum yield, with increasing 9 state vibrational energy. A portion of the 002 - 000
band is shown at much higher resolution in Fig. 4, with the appropriate rotational
assignments for this asymmetric rotor transition. Understanding this line pattern and its
assignment is crucial to identification in a flame. Fluorescence spectra provide further
identification, as well as establishing vibrational constants for the ground electronic state.

Based on this spectroscopic study, HCO was soon detected with LIF in a 6 Torr
methane/oxygen flame [13]. Identification was made using the assigned excitation scan of
the 002 - 000 band, and confirmed through fluorescence spectra. The fluorescence
spectra revealed the overlap of this HCO excitation band with part of the 3-0 band of the
A-X system of OH. A profile of the HCO LIF intensity through the flame is shown in
Fig. 5, and compared with calculations for this flame [14]. Conversion of LIF intensity
to HCO concentration for proper comparison requires knowledge of the collisional
quenching, not available at the time the flame study was made. This was subsequently



measured using direct time decay of fluorescence in the 000 - 000 band [15]. Applied to
'this flame (see the next section) these results indicate that the quenching and thus the
quantum yield is nearly constant over the region where the HCO exists in this low
pressure flame. Future studies designed to make HCO detection more quantitative include
measurement of the transition probabilities for individual bands, and the temperature
dependence of quenching.
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Figure 5. Profile of the HCO radical above Figure 6. Single-shot LIF decay trace for

the burner in the 5.7 Torr methaneloxygen NO in a shock. The negative-going signal
flame, together with the model predictions denotes detection of light in the
from Ref. 14. The OH experimental and photomildtiplier. In this case, the shocked
predicted profiles are also shown for gases are at a temperature of 3400K and
* comparison. consist of 0.83 Torr NO and 41 Torr N2.

COLLISIONAL QUENCHING IN FLAME LIF

Because the excited, emitting state created by the laser lives for a finite time period, it
is subject to the influence of collisions. These may transfer it among internal rotational
and/or vibrational levels of the electronically excited state, or remove it altogether so that
radiation does not occur. This latter process, called quenching, is the main factor in
determining the fluorescence quantum yield, that is, the fraction of excited molecules that
emit radiation. The quantum yield is needed to correctly relate the number of emitted
photons to the desired concentration of the ground state species originally responsible for
the absorption of the laser radiation. For example, for each thousand excited OH
molecules in mi, atmospheric pressure flame, only two will emit a photon and the
remainder will be collisionally quenched.

Even if one desires only relative concentrations, for example as a function of burner
height as in Figs. 1 and 5, or throughout an instantaneous image in a turbulent flame,
knowledge of the quenching is necessary. For this purpose one needs to know the major
species flame gas composition and the temperature at each point of measurement. These
must be combined with quenching cross sections for each collider gas as a function of
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temperature. For laminar flames, adequate composition information is provided through
chemical model calculations. For a turbulent flame, separate measurements (e.g., via
Raman scattering) will furnish the major species concentrations. Quenching cross
sections have been measured for several of the species in Table I, although seldom as a
function of temperature. Only for OH, CH, NH and NO does an adequate temperature-
dependent quenching data base exist to estimate the quantum yield under combustion
conditions, although these species are by far the most popular molecules for LIF studies.

There are two examples in which LIF signals in OH have been corrected for
collisional quenching using measured major species compositions and temperature
dependent cross sections. The first consists of pointwise measurements in turbulent jet
diffusion flames, whose results were discussed earlier. The quenching corrections were
made in the following way 1[161. For each instantaneous point measurement, major
species concentrations and temperature were determined using Raman scattering, together
with the OH LIF signal intensity. These compositions and temperature were then used
together with OH quenching cross sections tabulated as a function of temperature for
colliders of importance in combustion [17] to calculate the quenching for each
measurement. Quenching corrections to the OH LIF intensity data were then plotted as
functions of overall mixing ratio and temperature. A survey of these results indicates that
knowledge of those two parameters alone allowed a prediction of the correct quenching to
within perhaps 10%, without independently measuring all compositions; and in any
event, the quenching correction was rarely greater than about 30% from measurement to
measurement. The second example consists of methane/air diffusion flames burned on a
Wolfhard-Parker slot burner [181. Major species profiles had been determined for this
flame using mass spectrometric probing, and were combined with the same temperature
"dependent, collider-specific quenching cross sections from Ref. 17. The results showed
that, although there was a potential variation in quenching rate of a factor of five between
the cold fuel and air regions of the burner, the quench rate varied only 20% from the mean
in the hot portion of the flame where the OH was found. These examples of small
variation in OH quenching rate with flame position were also suggested by an
examination of flame compositions reported in the literature [171. This is encouraging in
that, if there is but little variation in quench rate, then errors introduced in an estimation of
the quench rate are quite small indeed. As a result, with current knowledge at least of OH
cross sections, we might reasonably expect absolute quantum yield estimates for OH
good to within better than 30% at any point, and relative values close to 10% accuracy.

This approach using calculated species concentrations [141 and measured room
temperature quenching [ 151 has been applied to estimate HCO quenching rates noted for
the low pressure methane/oxygen flame in the preceding section. Several assumptions
were made: the cross sections at room temperature are valid for higher temperature; cross
sections for H20 and CO are taken equal to the values measured for NH3 and N2,
respectively; and quenching for the 002 level (observed in the flame) is the same as for the
000 level measured in the laboratory. The result shows a 4% variation in quench rate
proceeding from 0.7 to 1.7 cm height above the burner (see Fig. 5), covering the range of
most of the HCO concentration. The major questions here are the actual H20 quench rate
(this is difficult to measure and we have previously considered NH3 as a surrogate
collider in just this way), and the temperature dependence of the quenching cross
sections. Nonetheless, this simple calculation provides confidence that the LIEF intensity
profiles for HCO [13] are realistic profiles of its actual concentration.

The interest in controlling the emission of NO has made this species a popular target
for LIF studies, both pointwise and more recently in imaging. Therefore knowledge of
its collisional quenching is important. Until a short time ago, measurements only existed



at room temperature; some cross sections were quite large, suggesting the influence of
attractive forces in the collisional process and a concomitant decrease in cross section with
increasing temperature, as found for OH and NH [19]. Measurements made in a heated
cell [20] showed that this analogy did not hold: quenching by H2 0 did decrease with
temperature, but quenching by 02 and NO itself did not. Quenching by N2 was so small
at room temperature as to be ignored.

These cross sections were used to calculate the NO quenching rate at different
positions in the low pressure methane/air flame, for comparison with direct time
dependent decay measurements [21]. The major species concentrations were obtained
from the model calculations. The results showed excellent agreement, that is, the
calculated absolute quenching was within 20% of that measured. However, the
temperature dependence of quenching by other gases was not known at the time.

Since then, several experiments in different laboratories have been performed to
investigate the quenching of NO at higher temperature. The first was a measurement in a
shock tube at high temperature, near 3500K [221. A single pulse of the laser could be
fired in each shock; an example of the resulting fluorescence decay trace is shown in Fig.
6. From this is obtained a quenching rate, through measurements at different NO/N2
ratios. Of particular interest was the finding that N2 quenched NO appreciably at high
temperature, despite its inability to do so at room temperature. This meant that N2 must
be considered as an important quencher in air-based flames at high temperatures. Further
measurements in a heated cell [23] confirmed this result and provided temperature
dependent cross sections for other species. Finally, a recent, more comprehensive shock
tube experiment has investigated quenching due to CO2 [24] and N2 [25].

We can use these new quenching cross sections to improve the calculated quenching
rate for NO in the 30 Torr flame. The only changes of significance compared with the
calculation in Ref. 21 are a reduced high temperature cross section for C02 (to 75% of the
value used previously) and a doubling of the CO cross section. Importantly, the N2 and
H 2 0 values axe confirmed by the more recent work. This reduces the calculated
quenching rate from that in Ref. 21 by 2% at 1190K and by 8% at 1680K, and the new
values remain in good agreement with experiment. Thus knowledge of the collisional
quenching of NO by flame gases appears in good shape, due to recent interest in and
attention to this important species.

CONCLUSION

Laser-induced fluorescence has reached maturity as a tool for the understanding of
combustion chemistry. It can be applied to a many trace species which are reactive flame
chemical intermediates, covering a large fraction of those intermediates found in models of
that chemistry. Collisional quenching at different positions in the flame must be known
for quantitative measurements and comparisons with those detailed models, but the ability
to calculate quenching rates appears quite good for those species for which exist
quenching rate coefficients (OH, CH, NH and NO).
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